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Patient Monitors
1 Voice Alert with Nurse Call Option

1

The Voice Alert is a friendly assistant designed especially for the
elderly or more vulnerable individual. It can be used in a wide
variety of situations as a stand alone product or can connect to an
existing Nurse Call system. The wide range of accessories extends
its use. The Voice Alert can be used as an aid to fall prevention.
It easily attaches to beds, chairs and wheelchairs. The magnetic
pull cord attaches to the user and when the cord is pulled from
the Voice Alert either a pre-recorded warning message or a
choice of four alarm tones is set off. There is also a flashing light
alarm signal. It is supplied with a mounting bracket for easy
attachment to a headboard (or any flat surface) and a mounting
clip for attachment to a wheelchair. There is a loud or soft volume
setting and a battery check light. The Voice Alert uses 4 x AA
batteries (not included).
Measures 132 x 80 x 40mm (51/4 x 31/4 x 11/2").
AA9919
£40.50

1

A full range of accessories are available.
The sensor mats expand the range of uses for the Voice Alert.
The mats can be used on wheelchairs, under cushions,
for sitting on, on floors, beds, on the stairs, toilets or to prevent
people wandering from rooms. They are ideal to alert carers
when a vulnerable individual has fallen over, left a particular
room or situation or is potentially endangering themselves
(e.g. going near stairs). The alarm is achieved by either an
increase or decrease in pressure via a switch in the Voice Alert.
AA991901 Magnetic Pull Cord and Clip
£5.26
AA991902 Bracket with Suction Cup
£9.93
AA991904 Medium Sensor Mat (180 x 480mm)
£21.86
AA991905 Large Sensor Mat (250 x 760mm)
£27.00
AA991908 Wheelchair Sensor Mat (240 x 240mm)
£19.29
AA991909 2 Metre Extension Lead
£9.61

1

2 Patient Alert

WHEELCHAIR SEAT SENSOR

2

The Patient Alert is a warning alarm for the elderly or particularly
vulnerable patients. It is especially suitable for use in beds or
with wheelchairs where there is a risk of users falling. It easily
attaches to beds, chairs and wheelchairs and is easily activated.
A pull on cord activates a sound signal that calls for help/attention.
It includes a mounting bracket and screws. The Patient Alert
requires 2 x AA batteries (not included). It has loud or soft
settings and also features a battery check light.
Full instructions included. Measures 108 x 51 x 25mm (41/4 x 2 x 1").
A range of accessories is available for easy attachment.
AA9918
Patient Alert
£27.36
AA991801 Bracket with Suction Cup
£7.10
AA991901 Magnetic Pull Cord and Clip
£5.26

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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1

FLOOR SENSOR PAD

1 Fall Savers Floor Sentry Monitor

2

This versatile, easy-to-use, high quality bed and chair alarm
system is an affordable tool for helping to manage fall risk
patients and residents in care. The Fall Savers Monitor is a
portable battery powered bed and chair alarm designed for use
with either a bed or chair seat sensor pad. The monitor sounds an
alarm when the patient’s weight moves off the bed or chair seat
sensor pad. Can also be used with a durable floor sensor pad to
sound an alarm when the patient steps onto the floor sensor pad.
The system is effective on patients weighing 28kg or more. With a
high and low volume switch, the alarm can be adjusted to suit the
current environment. To reduce false alarms, the monitor has an
adjustable delay switch to assist the carer and patient. There is
also a by-pass feature built-in, which allows the patient to be
escorted out of a bed without sounding the alarm.
Floor pad 762 x 381mm (301/2 x 51/4").
09 116 3054 Monitor
£94.00
09 116 2999 Floor Sensor Pad
£124.00

2
NURSE CALL SYSTEM OUTPUT

3

2 Fall Savers Deluxe Sentry Monitor
The deluxe sentry monitor has many of the features as the
standard sentry above; however, this monitor offers an alarm
output which allows for connection to most facility nurse call bell
systems when used with a nurse call cable (not included).
Can only be used with the bed or chair sensor pads.
09 116 3047
£94.00

3 Fall Savers Bed Sensor Pad
Flexible and thin to avoid any discomfort to the patient when in
use. Used with the sentry or deluxe sentry monitors to warn carers
of movement of a monitored patient leaving the bed. The bed
sensor pad is for use on top of the mattress and under any linens
or mattress overlays. Length 750mm (30"). Width 250mm (10").
09 116 3005
£123.00

4

4 Fall Savers Chair Sensor Pad
Flexible and thin to avoid any discomfort to the patient when in
use. Used with the sentry or deluxe sentry monitors to warn carers
of movement of a monitored patient leaving the chair. The chair
sensor pad can be used on top of the chair seat and under any
seat cushion or overlay. Length 375mm (15"). Width 175mm (7").
09 116 3021
£110.50

5 Fall Savers Accessories

Not Illustrated

09 116 3062 Nurse Call Connection Kit
09 117 1347 Universal Mounting Bracket
09 117 1354 Monitor Protector
(Can only be used on 09 116 3047)
09 117 1339 9v Power Supply
(Can only be used on 09 116 3047)

£27.00
£26.86
£15.80
£16.59
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Patient Monitors
1 SafePresence™ Status Monitoring System

1

The SafePresence Status Monitoring System can be used to
sound an alarm immediately when someone at risk of falling
leaves a bed or chair. It can be set to allow someone to leave a
bed or chair and remain away for up to an hour before an alarm
is sounded. When used with the extended delay options, the
person being monitored can use the toilet at night for example
without the alarm being activated unless the person is away
longer than the allowed time as the monitor will reset
automatically upon return to the bed or chair. The delay option
can be set to 2 seconds, ten minutes, twenty minutes or one
hour. The monitor provides a visual indicator and multiple alarm
tones as well as a silent alarm option and features a nurse call
output for connection to the majority of nurse call systems.
The monitor includes a low battery indicator for increased safety,
a mounting bracket and power supply. Can also be used
with 2 x AAA batteries (not included).
09 131 0762
£109.00

2 SafePresence™ Bed Sensor Pad
The bed sensor is a thin flexible sensor pad used with the
SafePresence Status Monitor and Audio Attendant, placed on
top of the mattress and under the mattress cover without any
discomfort to the person. The bed sensor detects the weight
of the person being monitored and activates the monitor when
the person leaves the bed. The robust sensor pad features
antibacterial properties. Length 840mm (331/2").
Width 500mm (20").
09 131 0770
£99.00

2

3 SafePresence™ Chair Sensor Pad

3

The chair sensor is a thin flexible sensor pad which can be used
with both the SafePresence Status Monitor and Audio Attendant
without any discomfort to the person being monitored. The chair
sensor is placed on the seat of the chair and detects the weight
of the person being monitored. When the person moves off the
chair the pad activates the monitor. The robust sensor pad
features antibacterial properties. Length 380mm (151/5").
Width 300mm (12").
09 131 0788
£83.00

4

4 SafePresence™ Floor Sensor Pad
This heavy duty, floor sensor pad lies on the floor next to the
bed or chair and connects to the SafePresence Audio Attendant
monitor. When the person being monitored steps onto the floor
sensor pad an alarm is activated on the Audio Attendant
wireless remote. Length 890mm (353/5"). Width 610mm (242/5").
09 131 0796
£107.50

5 SafePresence™ Audio Attendant
The SafePresence Audio Attendant is a standalone product
which can be used together with bed, chair or floor sensor pads
to alert a caregiver locally onsite through a portable wireless
remote sounder when a person at risk of falling leaves a bed
or chair. The system is supplied with a wireless handset with
built in microphone and can also be used for two-way audio
communication between care givers and the person being
monitored. The system comes complete with a rechargeable
battery with mains power adaptor.
09 131 0804
£219.00

5
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1

2 Monitor
The monitor is battery operated using 4 x C batteries (not included).
No installation is required, as the system is wireless. Up to 30 call
buttons, door or movement sensors can be easily programmed into
the system. The range is approximately 150 metres and indicates
the calls by audio and visual displays. There is a choice of three
volume adjustable alarm sounds, plus the voice alert. The display
will also indicate low battery and signal strength.
09 117 5686
£116.48

2

3 Pager
In addition to the main monitor, the carer can carry a pager at
all times that receives a signal from the monitor when a call
button is pressed or if a door or movement sensor is activated.
The range is approximately 150 metres. Each pager uses
2 x AA batteries (not included).
09 117 5710
£32.76

4 Call Button
The call button can be either wall mounted or used as a pendant.
When pressed a signal is sent to the monitor using wireless
technology. The range is approximately 150 metres. The monitor
will identify the call button by displaying the number on the panel
and provide an audio alert. If a pager is used a signal is also
sent to the carer’s pager with a voice announcement of the
call button location number. Batteries supplied.
09 117 5728 1 x Call Button
£20.28

3

4

5

6

5 Movement PIR Sensor
These PIR sensors can monitor unsupervised movement near
doors or passages. Once activated, the sensor will send a signal
to the monitor using wireless technology. The monitor will identify
the motion sensor and display its number on the panel and
provide an audio alert. These passive infrared motion sensors
are battery operated using 1 x 9v battery (not included).
09 117 5736 1 x Movement PIR Sensor
£25.22

6 Door/Window Open Sensor
These magnetic switches will alert to any unauthorised opening
of doors or windows. Once activated, the sensor will send a
signal to the monitor using wireless technology. The range is
approximately 150 metres. The monitor will identify the door/
window sensor and display its number on the panel and by voice.
09 117 5744 1 x Door/Window Sensor
£17.94

www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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1 Wireless Alert Call System
This innovative, wireless alert call system assists the carer
by watching over the patient, alerting once any unscheduled
movement is made and/or the patient is in need. By actively using
the call button, the patient can immediately alert the carer when
assistance is required. The optional motion or door sensors alert
the carer when the patient vacates the room. This cost effective
system is designed to be flexible for small-home or special
area use. Designed for the smaller care home of up to 30 beds.
The system is easy and quick to install and involves no cables.
The button number is displayed and announced at the display
panel and, most importantly, announced at the pager. This means
that the carer is instantly informed of the ID of the caller.
The combination of the wireless operation and audio facility
gives maximum mobility to both the patient and the carer.
09 117 5660 Starter Pack includes:
£220.48
1 x Monitor, 1 x Pager, 4 x Call Buttons
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Patient Monitors & Alarms
1

1

A

B

1 Bedside PIR Alarms
Passive infrared alarm systems are simple, safe and dependable
motion detection to help manage patient care and falls prevention.
There are no sensor pads, pull-cord or clips to cause any false
alarms. Used at the bedside, the alarm alerts the carer that
the patient is trying to get out of bed. Detects the slightest
movement of a hand, foot or head that crosses through the
infrared beam. The alarm unit conveniently mounts to the
bedrail and emits a fan shaped beam that runs parallel to
the bedside. The over bed model is ideal for the highest
risk patients; it may be mounted to a wall or headboard.
AA4911

A

Bedside Alarm

£122.00

AA4912

B

Over Bed Alarm

£77.95

2 Border Patrol Safety System
2

An electronic entrance-monitoring device, which creates an invisible
infrared beam between the two units up to 20 metres apart. The
alarm is sounded when someone moves through the beam. Ideal
for reducing the movement of a monitored patient within the home
or residential care. Each unit size 95 x 70 x 25mm (34/5 x 24/5 x 1").
09 116 0050
£29.95

3 Home Safety Alert
A wireless calling alarm system with one main receiver unit and
two pendant calling transmitters. Call button and Panic button
on each pendant. The main unit receives and recognises who
is calling and the urgency using different sound and coloured
light signals. A quick reset button on the main unit can cancel
the call or alarm. Each transmitter uses 1 x 23A 12v battery
(included) and the receiver unit is powered by a 6v adaptor
(included) or 4 x AA batteries (not included).
AA7275
£37.00

3

4 SeePlus Talking Telephone with Alert Function
The SeePlus is designed especially for people with reduced vision.
Calls are made easy thanks to large talking numerical keys and a
talking phonebook. Incoming calls are announced by talking Caller
ID and a remote pendant activates the speakerphone so you can
answer from a distance. The pendant also has an emergency alert
function for sending a personal pre-recorded message to a friend
or relative.
09 118 6949
£79.95

4

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Home Safety - Hip Protectors
1

2 HIPS Hip Protection System
Clinically proven to reduce fall related hip fractures.
Comfortable to wear with no visible broadening of the hips,
the HIPS protection system diverts the impact of blows or
bumps away from the fragile hip bone and into the surrounding
soft tissue. This easy to use hip protection system may be used
with specially designed HIPS pants or with users own short legged,
tight fitting underpants. Because HIPS is not permanently fixed
and may be swapped between pants, only one pair of protectors
is needed per user, thus reducing the cost of full time protection.
Weight per pair 140g. Weight of pants approximately 100g.
AA4260
Hip Protection System - 1 pair
£32.22
Size
Waist Size
£17.43
AA4261A Ladies S
650-710mm (251/2-28")
AA4261B Ladies M
720-780mm (281/4-303/4")
£17.43
AA4261C Ladies L
790-850mm (31-331/2")
£17.43
AA4261D Ladies X-L 860-920mm (34-361/4")
£17.43
AA4261E Ladies XX-L 930-1000mm (361/2-391/2")
£17.43
£17.43
AA4262A Gents S
750-810mm (291/2-32")
AA4262B Gents M
820-880mm (321/4-343/4")
£17.43
AA4262C Gents L
890-950mm (35-371/2")
£17.43
AA4262D Gents X-L 960-1020mm (373/4-40")
£17.43
AA4262E Gents XX-L 1030-1100mm (401/2-431/4")
£17.43

2

3 Suprima Hip Protector
The Suprima Hip Protector provide effective protection utilising
and intelligent cushioning system that reacts to different impacts.
The protector returns to its original state following impact.
The hip protectors are ergonomically designed and slimline
for increased comfort for the user (including when lying down).
The protectors are lightweight and can either be wiped clean or
washed at 60° in the washing machine. The comfortable pants
are made from a breathable cotton and lycra mix (90% cotton,
10% lycra) and have a pocket on each side for the protector
pads. Each pack contains one set of protectors and pants.
Men’s
Women’s
Hip Measurement
Size
UK Europe UK
Europe
Small
32" 4
8/10
36/38
900 - 960mm
Medium
34" 5
12/14 40/42
970 - 1040mm
Large
36" 6
16/18 44/46
1050 - 1120mm
X-Large
38" 7
20/22 48/50
1130 - 1260mm
XX-Large
40" 8
24/26 52/54
1270 - 1380mm
XXX-Large
42" 9
28/30 56/58
1390 - 1500mm
09 142 6667
Small
£44.95
09 142 6675
Medium
£44.95
09 142 6709
Large
£44.95
09 142 6741
X-Large
£44.95
09 142 6774
XX-Large
£44.95
09 142 6782
XXX-Large
£44.95

2

2

WITHOUT HIPS

NEW
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1 HIPS Combined Protection System
Studies have shown that the use of hip protectors can considerably
reduce the risk of a hip fracture. Hips Combined is a further
development of the original Hips system (see item below).
The Hips Combined System is a small and lightweight hip
protector made from soft, comfortable foam and safe, flexible
plastic that comfortably contours the body. The protectors are
water resistant and machine washable. The protectors are fixed
inside the special Hips Combined underwear, which ensures
correct placement during use. The shape of the protector
ensures that the hip bone is safe and protected in any position it
might be exposed to during a fall. Hips Combined works through
a patented system of soft foam and a stiff shield that diverts and
absorbs the energy of the impact.
Size
Hip Size
£59.95
09 117 1917 Ladies S
900-950mm (351/2-371/2")
£59.95
09 117 1925 Ladies M
960-1020mm (373/4-40")
£59.95
09 117 1933 Ladies L
1030-1090mm (401/2-43")
£59.95
09 117 1941 Ladies X-L 1100-1170mm (431/4-46")
£59.95
09 117 1958 Gents S
850-910mm (331/2-353/4")
£59.95
09 117 1966 Gents M
920-980mm (361/4-381/2")
£59.95
09 117 1974 Gents L
990-1050mm (39-411/4")
£59.95
09 117 1990 Gents X-L 1060-1140mm (413/4-45")
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Home Safety
1 KPH Hip Protector®

1

The KPH Hip Protector is a medical aid to prevent femoral Hip
Fractures. The KPH consists of an undergarment with pockets
on both sides that contain a semi-rigid shield. The shields
are removable and have a universal size that fit all of the KPH
underwear. The shields are designed to absorb the shock of an
impact to the hip caused by a fall and to diffuse the force to the
surrounding muscles and soft tissue. With the two part design of
the KPH, the impacting force and energy are first weakened by
the padding part of the protector and then diverted away from
the greater trochanter by the shield. Easy to use and discreet.
Machine washable.
Size
Waist Size
£45.00
09 131 0929 Ladies S
660-740mm (261/2-291/2")
£45.00
09 131 0937 Ladies M 750-810mm (30-321/2")
£45.00
09 131 0945 Ladies L
820-890mm (323/4-351/2")
£45.00
09 131 0952 Ladies X-L 900-1010mm (36-401/2")
£45.00
09 131 0960 Ladies XX-L 1020-1140mm (403/4-451/2")
£45.00
09 131 0986 Gents S
780-850mm (311/4-34")
£45.00
09 131 0994 Gents M
860-930mm (341/2-371/4")
£45.00
09 131 1000 Gents L
940-1010mm (371/2-401/2")
£45.00
09 131 1018 Gents X-L 1020-1090mm (403/4-431/2")
£45.00
09 131 1026 Gents XX-L 1100-1170mm (44-463/4")

2 LED Automatic Night Light

1

This night light turns on at dusk and off at dawn automatically
making it ideal for use in the bedroom or any other room where
background light is needed. It utilises economical and long life
LED technology which generates almost no heat. Fits into normal
UK 3 pin square plug socket. Measures 60 x 100 x 20mm (when
plugged in).
09 132 3807
£14.25

3 LED Night Light with Movement Sensor
Great for lighting in areas where no mains power is available
such as cupboards, sheds, garage, etc. The light turns on when
movement is detected in the dark and automatically turns off
after one minute if no movement is detected or the area is well
lit. It has a long battery life and can also operate from mains
adapter. Detection zone up to five metres and 100 degrees.
Uses 4 x AA batteries or 6v 300mA mains adapter (neither
included). Supplied with versatile wall fixing bracket or just
position on shelf, table or floor. Measures 75 x 120 x 450mm.
09 132 3815
£15.25

2

3

NEW
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Home Safety
1

NEW

2 Comfor-Treds Slip Resistant Socks
Comfor-Treds are constructed from plush terry cloth material and
have a unique tread design on the soles for ultimate stretch and
maximum gripping traction to help prevent patient falls. The knit
cuff helps prevent the sock from sliding down. The tread won’t
crack, chip or peel. Latex free and available in a range of sizes.
All colours and sizes supplied as a pack of 6 pairs.
Size
Colour
09 142 5784
5-10
Blue
£7.16
Beige
£7.38
09 142 5800
101/2 -14
09 142 5826
14+
Grey
£7.77
09 142 5859
XXL
Green
£9.68

3 Diamond-Treds Slip Resistant Socks
These comfortable socks are made from soft stretch terry cloth
with “Hi-top” cuffs to keep ankles warm. The socks have
diamond shaped treads to provide traction and prevent slipping.
The treads are crack, chip and peel resistant. Available in two
sizes to accommodate most adults. Latex free. Supplied as a
pack of 6 pairs.
Size
Colour
09 142 5867
5-10
Blue
£11.21
Navy
£11.21
09 142 5875
101/2 -14

2

NEW

3

NEW
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1 Thif-T-Treds Slip Resistant Socks
An economical slipper sock constructed from soft stretch
poly/nylon material with a diamond tread design providing
enhanced patient safety by reducing the risk of slipping. The
tread won’t crack, chip or peel. One size fits all. Latex Free.
09 142 5776
Pack of 6 Pairs
£7.94
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1 Adjustable Cot Sides

1

Homecraft

Adjustable in width, length and height to fit virtually any divan bed.
The quick and simple adjustment allows the cot side to be
installed on a small single, single, double or king-size bed.
The base frame fits between the mattress and the bed base to
add stability. The height can be easily adjusted using the pin clip
system. By a simple push of the quick release button, the cot
side drops down, allowing for a patient to be moved. The cot
sides can be simply removed to give access for making the bed.
Bed width 762 to 1524mm (30 to 60"). Side rail length 1300 to
1843mm (511/4 to 721/2"). Height of top rail over bed base 430 to
525mm (17 to 203/4").
09 117 6221 Single Sided
£101.04
09 117 6239 Double Sided
£137.40

2 Cot Side Bumpers
2

Homecraft

Made from thick foam, covered with vapour permeable, wipe
clean fabric. These bumpers are made to fit a variety of cot
sides and are easily fastened in place. Supplied as a pair.
Length 1524mm (60"). Depth 381mm (15"). Weight 1kg each.
AA3440
£77.68

3

3 Side Wedges
These side wedges help to prevent a patient from falling out of
bed and are especially suitable in situations where restraint is an
issue. A cotton draw sheet is held in place by straps that have
quick release buckles. The wipe clean wedges are secured into
position onto the draw sheet with two hook and loop strips.
Size of wedges 900 x 200 x 200mm (351/2 x 8 x 8").
AA3497
Side Wedges and Draw Sheet Kit
£86.78
AA349701 Additional Pair of Side Wedges
£56.23
AA349702 Additional Draw Sheet
£30.01

4 Large Folding Bedside Mat

Homecraft

To be located alongside the bed for vulnerable patients that
are at risk of falling. The mat will act as a cushion for the patient.
Easily folded away, using the supplied securing strap and
handle for transportation or storage. Can be easily wiped clean.
Length 1700mm (67"). Width 890mm (35"). When folded length
850mm (331/2").
09 117 3210
£131.27

4

5 Easy Access Bedside Mat

Homecraft

With a thickness of 50mm (2") and an angled edge, wheelchairs
can easily roll on or off the mat. Made from high density foam
with a vapour permeable cover with a non-slip base. The mat
can be easily folded away, using the supplied securing strap and
handle for transportation or storage. Can be easily wiped clean.
Length 1700mm (67"). Width 650mm (251/2"). When folded length
850mm (331/2").
09 117 3202
£117.73

6 Triple Folding Bedside Mat

5

Homecraft

A high density foam mat that is covered a vapour permeable
cover with a non-slip base. The mat can be easily folded away,
using the supplied securing strap and handle for transportation
or storage. Can be easily wiped clean. Length 1700mm (67").
Width 650mm (251/2"). When folded length 566mm (22").
09 117 3194
£125.84

6

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Home Safety
1

2 Devon Elite Folding Support Rail

Homecraft

The Devon Elite folding support rail has been designed to offer
superb support providing the user with greater confidence,
security and independence in the bathroom. Manufactured from
light yet strong aluminium, the elliptical arms provide the user
with the ultimate comfort and grip, whilst lowering to or rising
from the toilet. The support arms can be raised and will remain
in the vertical position with the locking mechanism securing it
in place. The arms are then easily lifted to release from the lock,
which activates the spring mechanism that supports the weight
of the rails as it lowers smoothly to the horizontal position.
Rail width 433/4mm (13/4"). Rail depth 25mm (1"). Mounted on a
back plate, fixed to the wall. Back plate 225 x 120mm (9 x 44/5").
Projection when folded 175mm (7").
Rail Length
£63.81
09 116 5695 Standard
690mm (27 1/4")
£61.40
09 117 3509 Short
550mm (213/4")

127
Maximum
load weight

kg

20
st

3 Width Adjustable Stirling Frame

Homecraft

A sturdy, height adjustable metal frame with a clip on, one piece
moulded seat. The seat is contoured and has a partial cut-away
to facilitate personal hygiene. The cross members are width
adjustable using a pin clip system, allowing the frame to be
completely assembled or disassembled without tools.
Height is also adjusted using a pin clip system, which leaves
no protrusions to snag skin or clothing. The legs have non-slip
rubber feet, but screw-down feet are available for a more
permanent fixing. Flat packed.
Width at top 480 to 530mm (19 to 21"). Seat height 380 to
530mm (15 to 21"). Depth at floor 470 to 530mm (181/2 to 21")
depending on height setting. Weight 5.9kg.
AA2214
Width Adjustable Stirling Frame
£53.11
AA2218
Floor Fixing Feet (4)
£20.07
Maximum
user weight

165
kg

2

3

26
st

4 Savanah® Modular Bath Step

Homecraft

This attractive, modular bath step has been specifically designed
to make daily activities, especially getting into and out of the
bath, easier. The large surface area gives the user confidence
and the textured surface provides additional safety. A single step
has a 100mm (4") raise and the modularity of the Savanah Bath
Step allows it to be stacked on top of each other or clipped
together to give a larger area or create a small stair. Each
additional step adds an extra 50mm (2") to the height of the step,
up to a maximum of six steps (giving a 355mm (14") raise).
A foam pad is supplied that fits neatly onto the surface of the
step. Surface area 356 x 457mm (14 x 18"). Footprint 381 x 483
(15 x 19"). Weight 1.3kg.
AA1824Y
Single Riser Retail Packed
£26.97
AA1824W Single Riser Non Retail
£25.20
09 116 2379 Bulk Pack of 12 Risers
£276.97
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

4

30
st

MAXIMUM LOAD
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason,
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures
are appropriate for the specific installation.
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Falls Management

1 Slipex Anti-Slip Spray
Many people are vulnerable from slipping whilst using the kitchen
or bathroom. Tiles get wet, become slippery and increase the
risk of falling. Slipex is a biological product that makes all mineral
surfaces slip resistant. It was specifically developed to work in
wet conditions. Ideal to assist in preventing slipping in
bathrooms, kitchens or other rooms with tiling. Slipex works
without coating the tiles and does not affect the appearance
of the tiles. Easy to apply within half an hour, long term solution
(2 to 3 years). One bottle can cover up to 5m2.
09 131 0838
£26.99
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Falls Management

Around the Home
1

1 Handi-Reacher™

2

Homecraft

An ultra lightweight, robust reacher that will assist those with
restricted reach and/or mobility problems. Features a single
moving jaw operated with a trigger action from the handle.
The head is complete with a magnet for picking up small metal
objects eg. pins, and a hook to aid dressing. The jaw may be
rotated 360° to avoid the need to rotate the wrist which may be
painful to certain users. The trigger, operated by four fingers
instead of the usual two is easy to grip and operate.
Length
Weight
AA8054Y
Standard Retail 610mm (24")
180g
£8.25
AA8054W Standard
610mm (24")
180g
£7.95
AA8056Y
Long Retail
760mm (30")
200g
£8.95
AA8056W Long
760mm (30")
200g
£8.50
AA8058Y
X-Long Retail
900mm (36")
220g
£9.00
AA8058W X-Long
900mm (36")
220g
£8.75

2 Long Handled Dustpan and Brush

3

Plastic dustpan and soft bristled brush with long plastic stems
and handles. This prevents the need for bending down
when sweeping. The brush handle clips on to the dustpan
stem for storage. The dustpan has a flat bottom with shaped lip
for efficient dust collection. Length 970mm. Weight 550g.
AA6900
Retail Packed
£9.50

4

3 Telescopic Duster
A lightweight telescopic duster with a fine, electrostatic dust
collecting head. The pole extends from 825mm to 1.17m
(33 to 46"). The extension is also flexible to allow easy dusting
under beds, beneath the window ledge or on top of the cupboards.
Weight 336g.
AA6978
£5.71

4 Window Pull
Open and close hard to reach PVCu windows with the Window Pull.
Specially designed to reach windows without the need to climb
or stretch. Made from lightweight aluminium. Simply slip the
self-adjusting anti-slip collar over the window’s fastening handle,
twist left or right (to turn the handle up or down) and then push
or pull the window to open or close. A fold away lever helps
those who may have difficulty when manipulating window
fastening handles. Available in two lengths:
AA6969
610mm (24")
£29.50
AA6970
915mm (36")
£32.50

5 Safe-T-Light
6

5

An all-in-one power failure and night light with a detachable torch,
for home or office use. This multi-functional plug-in light provides
low-level lighting during the night, ideal for halls, landings and
bedrooms to assist in preventing accidents. Features an emergency
light that remains lit for over 8 hours during a mains power failure.
The rechargeable light can be removed from the base and used
as a torch when moving around in the dark. Height 180mm (71/5").
Width 65mm (21/2"). Depth 50mm (2"). Weight 450g.
AA6307
£24.87

6 Dycem™ Non-Slip Floor Mat
The Dycem Non-Slip Floor Mat has been designed to provide a
stable, non-slip base for a patient when they are being transferred
in any situation where the floor surface is slippery or potentially
unsafe. Length 600mm (231/2"). Width 450mm (18"). Weight 943g.
AA6808B
Blue
£66.82
AA6808T
Grey
£66.82

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Wellbeing

Medication Aids
1

1 Opticare® Eye Drop Dispenser

1

Suitable for the majority of people who struggle with eye drops,
this eye drop dispenser boosts confidence and supports
independence. Simple to use and durable, Opticare accurately
and safely targets the eye and helps you to squeeze the bottle.
The grip sized design makes it ideal for elderly or arthritic hands.
Each dispenser is now supplied with a simple adaptor making it
compatible with many non standard bottles.
AA9951
Single
£10.04
09 118 2773 Retail Display 10 pack
£89.96

2 Poppet Pill Remover
A quick and easy way to remove and organise pills for everyday
use. Removes pills from most packs and collects them in the
handle, enabling the user to place the correct pill in an organiser.
Takes away the need to handle small and awkward pills.
Compact and lightweight for transportation.
AA9944
£5.72

1

3 Pill Crusher and Dispenser

Homecraft

Uses a screw action to crush uncoated pills into a powder ideal
for mixing in a drink or putting in food. The upper section can be
used as a drinking cup or for medication storage. Ideal for
children or for those with difficulty swallowing. Weight 32g.
AA9934
£10.21
RETAIL DISPLAY

2

4 Tablet Splitter and Pill Crusher

2

A convenient way to split or crush uncoated medication and
vitamins. Especially designed for those with limited strength or
mobility in their hands. It is small enough to be carried in a
pocket or purse and is easily cleaned. Weight 40g.
AA9936
£13.61

5 Tablet Splitter

Homecraft

A blade within a holder allows uncoated tablets to be divided
in two. Tablets can be stored in the front of the tray. Weight 38g.
AA9930Y
£4.33

3

6 Safety Shield Tablet Splitter

4

The Safety Shield Tablet Splitter effectively cuts uncoated tablets
in two and has the additional benefit of having a plastic blade
shield. When the lid is opened, the shield slides over the blade,
reducing the danger of cuts to the fingers. Weight 29g.
09 117 2345
£4.73

5

BEST

6

SELLER

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Medication Aids
1

RAINBOW

1

BLUE

1

WHITE

2

2 Anabox Seven Day Pill Organiser
The 7-day single pill box is designed for easy handling and to
contain a full week's supply of medication with easy identification
of days of the week. The ergonomic shape means it is easy to
handle and the lids are designed to be easy to open without
falling undone in pockets or handbags. It features seven
compartments, one for each day of the week, and is
manufactured from high quality material. Durable and long
lasting it is dishwasher safe. Available in a display box that holds
12 dispensers in a range of colours or as singles.
• Single size 136 x 51 x 20mm (53/8 x 2 x 3/4")
09 120 8115
Retail box of 12
£39.47
09 120 8107
Single (colour may vary)
£3.86

2

2

RETAIL DISPLAY

3

3 Anabox Daily Pill Organiser
The daily pill organiser has five compartments, one larger for the
morning when most medication is taken. This also helps those with
visual impairments ensure the dispenser is the right way round. A
unique lid guiding mechanism aids quick and simple
re-filling and retrieval of medication. Lids can be slid aside or
clicked open or closed as necessary. The semi-circle shaped
boxes have a large volume and are simple to clean. They feature
large, clear printed labels: morning, noon, evening, night and as
required. Small bumps on the back of the dispenser help to prevent
the box from sliding out the hand. Made from high quality material,
they are dishwasher safe. Available in a display box, that holds 16
dispensers in a range of colours, or as singles.
• Single size 113 x 42 x 25mm (43/8 x 15/8 x 1")
09 120 8131
Retail box of 16
£24.44
09 120 8123
Single (colour may vary)
£1.95

3

3

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

RETAIL DISPLAY

www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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1 Anabox Weekly Pill Box
The Anabox weekly pill box is great for users of all ages.
Designed for easy handling, it contains a full week's supply of
medication with easy identification of the days of the week and
times of the day.
Features
• The outer case is designed so that dispensers are easily
detached and replaced. If held upside down, the dispensers
will not fall out.
• A medication chart is attached to the bottom of the case with
space to write the patients name, medication notes and
details of exactly when to take the tablets.
• Dispensers are tilted in the case so they can be viewed at a
glance. This facilitates checks as to whether a tablet has been
taken or forgotten.
• There are five compartments per dispenser, with a larger one
for the morning when most medication is taken. This also
helps those with visual impairments ensure the dispenser is
the right way round.
• A unique lid guiding mechanism aids quick and simple
re-filling and retrieval of medication. Lids can be slid aside or
clicked open or closed as necessary.
• Small bumps on the back of the dispenser help to prevent the
box from sliding out the hand.
• Semi-circle shaped boxes means they are easy to retrieve, have
large volume and are simple to clean. They feature large, clear
printed labels: morning, noon, evening, night and as required.
• The dispensers are made from high quality material and are
dishwasher safe.
• Stackable
• Available in three colours
• Size 182 x 119 x 49mm (71/8 x 43/4 x 2")
09 120 8073
White
£13.04
09 120 8081
Blue
£13.04
09 120 8099
Rainbow
£13.04
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Medication Aids
1 Medelert Automatic Pill Organiser

1

NEW

2

BEST
SELLER

An innovative automatic pill dispenser which is simple and easy to
use. With 28 compartments, the Medelert can be filled with up to 4
weeks supply of pills. An alarm can be set as a reminder to take the
pills and when this sounds, it rotates the tray and the next pill
compartment becomes visible through the lid. Once the organiser is
tilted to dispense the pills, the alarm ceases.
Features
• 4 daily/visual alarms
• Continuous alarm for 30 minutes until the dispenser is tilted
and the pills are removed
• Lockable to ensure only the medication due is accessible
• Low battery alert
• Capacity – 1 week’s supply of pills if up to 4 per day are taken
– 2 weeks supply of pills if up to 2 per day are taken
• Supplied with clearly printed discs identifying the day of the
week and /or the time of the day
• 12/24 hour clock format
• Supplied with batteries
Diameter 190mm (61/2"), height 56mm (21/2"). Weight 507g.
09 131 7684
£112.32

2 Large Pill Dispenser with Flip Lids
Large dispenser to enable a selection of pills to be added to each
daily compartment. The large letters are helpful for users with
poor sight. Each day has a flip top lid. Overall length 230mm (9").
Width 45mm (13/4"). Depth 27mm (1").
AA9908
£2.12

3 Pill Dispenser Box with Flip Lids
Small tray with seven flip top lids marked with letters, numbers
and braille. Colour may vary.
Size: 135 x 40 x 18mm (51/4 x 11/2 x 3/4").
AA9904Y
£1.97

3

4 Tabtime Super 8 Daily Pill Reminder with Timer
The great Tabtime Super 8 has been especially developed with
Parkinson’s & Alzheimer's patients in mind, but will benefit
anyone who needs to take pills, medication or tablets several
times a day. It features up to 8 daily alarms that can be set
to any time required with 8 numbered tablet compartments.
The alarms settings are remembered every day but can be easily
changed at any time. In conjunction with the alarms, a red LED
on the lid flashes until the case is opened, providing a visual
indication that a dose may have been missed. An easy to open
magnetic catch is ideal for those with diminished dexterity and
there are two alarm volumes to help those who may be hard of
hearing. It has a large screen with clear figures and big buttons
that are well spaced out. Size 110 x 60 x 30mm (4¼ x 2¼ x 1¼").
09 120 8057
£20.48

4

5 Tabtime 5 Pill Organiser
This electronic pillbox has five alarms and five tablet compartments.
It is especially useful for Parkinson's patients or anyone who
needs to take frequent doses of medication. Each of the daily
alarms can be set to the exact times required and the
compartments can be labelled to correspond to the alarms.
It also features a countdown timer function, which can be used
to alert the user at regular intervals up to 24 times per day.
Tabtime 5 remembers the alarm settings each day. The easy to
read LCD display can be set to a 12 or 24 hour clock as
required. Size 100 x 60 x 30mm (4 x 21/4 x 11/4").
09 117 8508
£13.95

5

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Medication Aids
1

2 Medinizer Pill Organiser
A highly durable one week pill organiser that has seven boxes,
one for each day of the week. Each box has four compartments
for dosage throughout the day. The lid has an easy opening and
click-on closing, especially designed for those with arthritis or
limited strength. A soft nylon bag is provided to hold all seven
boxes. Available in two sizes.
£15.84
AA9957
Small 25 x 95 x 18mm (1 x 34/5 x 3/4")
AA995701 Standard 50 x 160 x 20mm (2 x 62/5 x 4/5") £19.64

3 Pill Organiser

2

This is ideal for people who take larger numbers of tablets more
frequently each day. It has four clearly marked compartments for
breakfast, lunch, dinner and bedtime. It is also marked with each
week day. Measures 272 x 141 x 40mm (105/8 x 51/2 x 15/8").
918
£4.68

4 Black Pill Case
One row of boxes per day with four boxes per row. Black cover.
Measures 190 x 120 x 30mm (71/2 x 43/4 x 11/4").
2005
£3.23

5 Tapestry Pill Case
This luxurious weekly pill organiser with tapestry effect cover
features seven separate trays, 1 for each day. Each daily tray
has 4 compartments labelled Morn, Noon, Eve and Bed in words
and Braille. Daily compartments can easily be removed to carry
with you. Size 110 x 185 x 40mm (41/4 x 71/4 x 11/2").
09 117 8482
£9.39

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

5

4

5
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1 Medi-Dispenser for Pills
This organiser can contain a week’s medication with up to four
daily doses. The plastic wallet has seven plastic containers,
printed with the day, and embossed with the number of the day of
the week. Size: 162 x 118 x 28mm (61/3 x 42/3 x 11/8").
AA9900Y
£14.92
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Pain Relief
BIOFREEZE
Freeze your pain with Biofreeze
Biofreeze is the Number 1 recommended topical pain reliever by
hands-on healthcare professionals. Biofreeze products help
manage discomfort by offering a variety of benefits that assist in
therapy, pain relief, exercise, training and overall comfort.

Pain relief that works

1 BIOFREEZE Gel
COL630
COL635
COL634

118ml (4oz)
473ml (16oz)
946ml (32oz)

1+
1+
1+

£7.50
£17.45
£29.95

5+
5+
5+

£5.65
£13.10
£22.45

1+
1+

£8.25
£17.45

5+
5+

£6.20
£13.10

1+

£7.80

5+

£5.85

2 BIOFREEZE Spray

2

COL694
COL695

118ml (4oz)
473ml (16oz)

3 BIOFREEZE Roll-On
COL636

89ml (4oz)

4 BIOFREEZE Gel Sachets
COL637

1+

100 x 5ml

Not Illustrated
£23.05

5+

£17.30

5 BIOFREEZE Point Of Sale Display Not Illustrated

3

1+

COL641

£62.35

5+

£46.75

6 Kool Patch

1

Kool patches are completely natural, containing I-Menthol, which
is widely recommended as an effective, cooling treatment for
muscular and joint pains such as backache and rheumatic and
arthritic pain. They can also be used as a convenient method of
cooling the area following a trauma, injury or swelling and can be
cut to size, making them slim, flexible and discreet under clothing.
09 118 2740

£7.38

7 Medscope TENS Unit
The TPNex Dual Channel TENS is manufactured to unrivalled
quality. Designed for long term every day use, featuring the latest
development in TENS Technology. The TPNex has 9 programmes
to treat a wide range of conditions.
The TPNex features:
• LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY Shows intensity in mA

6

• PATIENT COMPLIANCE Patient treatment time stored
automatically
• KEY LOCK FACILITY (The intensity level can be locked with
the simple press of a button, ideal for patients using the TENS
during daily activities)
• STRONG & STURDY Virtually unbreakable case with rubber
sides for extra protection
• TIMER FACILITY
• BURST, CONSTANT MODULATION MODES Plus 9 preset
programmes
£40.50 5+
£35.40 25+ £30.70
1+
TPN-EX

7

8 Two Channel Digital TENS Unit

8

The simplest & most straightforward dual channel TENS ever. Just
one switch does it all. Simply select one of the 3 frequencies and
increase the intensity control to the desired level, that’s it!
Features
• Easy to use
• Dual channel output
• Fixed pulse widths 200µs
• Selectable Frequencies:
2Hz Constant
80Hz Constant
120Hz Burst
TPN200EASY

1+

£24.95

5+

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.
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Pain Relief
1

PainGone is a pocket sized pain relief device that delivers a
controlled electronic frequency through the nerve pathways to the
brain. It works by pressing the button on top of the device to
deliver a low frequency, gentle electrical charge, produced by
crystals, straight to the point of pain. Each click sends a pulse
that will activate endorphins, the body's natural painkillers to free
you from pain. This stimulating frequency can thus provide
prolonged and often instant relief.
It has been successfully clinically tested by people suffering
from a number of painful conditions such as arthritis, back pain,
osteoporosis, sciatica and inflammatory conditions. Many NHS
Hospitals and GPs use PainGone in their Pain Clinics and
recommend it to their patients as a safe, drug free therapy.
Tests show, it stops or relieves pain quickly in up to 87% of cases.
• Used on the point of pain
• No leads, pads or batteries

• Over 3 million
worldwide users

• Small and lightweight

• Clinically tested

• Use as often as required

• Drug free and safe

• NHS recommended

• Simple to use and no
side effects

• CE registered Class IIa
medical device
• Estimated life time of over
100,000 clicks

1

1

• 30 second treatment
• Works through clothing

AA9201

£59.60

2 Pain Doctor

2

Pain Doctor is a new, dual treatment pain relief product. It is a
compact, battery powered system that delivers 2 treatments for the
management of pain. Its unique dual treatment system comprises
direct TENS frequencies, with pulse rate and intensity adjustment
controls to allow comfort levels to be individually selected, and a
soothing massage mode. The TENS and massage therapies can
be delivered individually or jointly. A conductive gel is supplied and
can be used to intensify the TENS therapy.
Pain Doctor’s design means it really is easy to use on any part of
the body, even on those areas that are normally difficult to reach,
like the back, shoulders and ankles. It has 2 interchangeable
treatment heads; a small round cap for precise, accurate
treatment of a particular area and a larger flat cap for general
relief over a greater area. Both deliver powerful relief direct to the
point of pain, without the use of leads, pads, straps or needles.
2 AA batteries required (supplied).
Ideal for:
• Arthritis

• Back Pain

• Period Pain

• Sprains & Sports Injuries

• Neck Pain

• Many other types of
Acute & Chronic Pain

• Sciatica

Clinically tested class IIa CE certified medical device
09 120 4577
Pain Doctor
09 120 4585
Replacement Gel

2

2

£77.07
£4.30

3
3 Electric Acupuncture Pen
E-Acu-Pen provides clean and painless electrical acupuncture
stimulation. No needles or piercing of the skin required. The pen
detects major acupuncture points with an acoustic signal through
special measurements of the skin and body tissue.
The intensity of the stimulation can be adjusted depending on the
individual’s sensitivity. Timer: Manual, 15 seconds or 30 seconds
treatment times. Comes with detailed instruction
booklet showing all major acupuncture points of the body.
Includes 2 x 3CR2032 batteries. Dimensions: 170 x 20 x 38mm.
AA9917
£23.74

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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1 Pain Gone® Pen
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Respiratory Care
1 Bestneb Nebuliser

1

A portable nebuliser that is suitable for adults and children.
It allows high therapeutic results and the piston driven high
pressure motor ensures high performance at a very low noise
level. System includes compressor, nebuliser, air tubing,
mouthpiece, adult and child aerosol masks and instruction
manual. Mains powered. Height 110mm (43/8"). Length 285mm
(111/4"). Width 206mm (81/2"). Weight 2.3kg.
Specifications
• Power 230V-50Hz/60Hz
• Current 100V, 0.8@230V
• Operating temperature range 10°C to 40°C
• Max pressure (compressor) Above 32 psi
• Max flow (compressor) Above 12 lpm
• Particle size (nebuliser) 0.5 to 5 microns
• Average rate (nebuliser) 0.2ml/min
• Capacity (nebuliser) 5ml
AA75900
AA75900C

2

AA75900D

Complete Mouthpiece Set
(Includes Adult and Paediatric Mask,
Reservoir and Supply Tube)
Spare Filters

£78.35
£9.02

£1.40

2 Child’s Nebuliser
An ultrasonic nebuliser intended for the treatment of asthma,
COPD and other respiratory conditions. Designed to be as
reassuring and friendly as possible. It is compact, portable and
lightweight. The nebuliser is virtually silent during operation.
An easy airflow volume control (with triple settings) allows full
control of treatment levels. System includes nebuliser, mouthpiece,
extension tube, mask and five reusable medicine cups.
Mains powered (rechargeable battery also supplied).
Dimensions 125 x 60 x 80mm (5 x 21/4 x 3"). Weight 185g.
Specifications
• Power 220-240VAC 50/60Hz
• Power consumption 10W (approx)
• Ultrasonic frequency 2.5 MHz
• Nebulization 0.2 to 0.7 ml/minute
(depending on medicine density).
• Medicine cup capacity 4.5ml max. (approx)
• Particle um MMAD medium
• Automatically switches off after 10 minutes.
AA75911
AA7591101 Battery for Child’s Nebuliser

£26.00
£6.76

3 Salitair
The Salitair is a handy, refillable chamber filled with salt crystals
from the Klodawa Salt Mine of Poland. When using the Salitair, the
moisture of the passing air absorbs the micron sized salt particles
from the salt crystals, which then penetrate the respiratory system
to achieve the beneficial effects. A few minutes of
regular daily use helps people breathe more easily, can assist
rehabilitation, helps to clean the respiratory system and aids
restful sleep. A salty microclimate may be beneficial for hayfever
and other allergies, asthma, colds and other infections, breathing
problems caused by bronchitis and smoking, and snoring.
09 118 2757 Salitair
£50.43
09 118 2765 Salt Refill
£5.87

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.
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Health
1

NEW

2 Light Pod
This simple to use portable light box brings near daylight inside
whilst you work or relax. It uses a blue spectrum light tube to
simulate natural daylight and has two brightness levels. Small and
portable, it is more convenient than larger units, and the tubes
don’t create ‘spotting’ in the eyes, as may occur with LED lights.
Measures 205 x 123 x 45mm (8 x 41/2 x 13/4") plus stand. Mains
operated from 12V Digital Switching Power Supply for worldwide
use. 12W output and 14,000 lux at 2.5 cm or 6,300 lux at 7.5 cm
on full power.
09 117 0141
£59.32

2

3 Magnetic Back Pad
This adjustable pad wraps around the lower part of the back,
designed to relieve most backaches by using strong magnetic
fields to penetrate to the depth of the pain. Available in three sizes.
AA9964A
Up to 750mm (30")
£47.65
AA9964B
750-1100mm (30-44")
£47.65
AA9964C
1050-1300mm (42-52")
£47.65

4 Magnetic Legcare Leg Wrap
A drug-free magnetic leg-wrap that improves circulation in the leg,
from the foot to the hip. Can help with arthritic leg pain, varicose
veins, swollen and restless legs, leg ulcers, foot and ankle injuries.
Available in three sizes.
AA9961A
280-350mm (11-14")
£28.46
AA9961B
350-430mm (14-17")
£28.46
AA9961C
430-510mm (17-20")
£28.46

3

4

5 Classic Blood Pressure Monitor
Measures blood pressure quickly and easily, with one function
button. Memory of last two measurements. Certified by the British
Hypertension Society.
018930
10.5 x 14 x 8cm
£45.85

5

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.
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1 Circulation Booster®
The Circulation Booster® has been designed to help improve
circulation in the lower legs and feet. It is clinically proven to
increase blood flow, reduce swollen feet and ankles, and alleviate
tired and aching legs. Includes separate adhesive T.E.N.S. pads
to target body pain. Mains powered.
09 132 3633
£170.17
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Reminiscence & Group Work
1

1 Memory Joggers

1

These two sets contain memories of events and people over
50 years from 1940 to 1989. Each set contains 50 pictures
and a manual. Featuring Entertainers during the period in
one set and Royalty in the second set, these cards aim to
promote memory stimulation which will encourage
discussion and sharing.
AC1118
Entertainers
£36.54
AC1119
Royalty
£36.54

2 Famous Faces & Events
This pack of cards contains memorable contemporary images
that will be easily recognised by adults. They can be used in elder
care as well as by therapists running groups with adults of all
abilities providing tools for memory activities, discussion and
reminiscence.
Covers the post war period right up to the 1990’s. Contains 20
large photographs of people and events each of which are
supported by 3 smaller cards to reinforce the topic. Divided into
five categories: Sport, Musicians, Actors, Politicians and
Celebrities.
AC1117
£39.52

2

3 The Reminiscence Quiz Book
Suitable for use with all elderly people. The book contains quiz
questions and answers ranging from the 1930’s to the 1960’s.
The quiz book is designed to promote discussion and also the
asking of supplementary questions such as “Did you like her?.
More than 600 questions (with answers) are offered on four
basic topics: news, entertainment, daily life and people.
The questions can be adapted for use with all levels and abilities.
This book has been designed with the individual needs of the
elderly in mind.
AC1112
£40.86

4 Memory Games for Groups
Although primarily for use with older people, these games can be
successfully enjoyed by people of all ages. The games can be
used as part of a social activities programme, for reminiscence
sessions, for reality orientation, to exercise memory skills and to
promote discussion. The book contains 20 games and guidance
on how to run sessions.
AC1141
£33.44

3

5 Therapeutic Groupwork for People with

4

Cognitive Losses
Written by a leading author in the psychology of dementia, this new
title demonstrates how to carry out therapeutic groupwork with
people with cognitive losses. Focusing on developing a therapeutic
relationship in a group setting and on improving the quality of life
for those with cognitive loss, this practical manual provides a
framework within which effective groups can be run for people with
cognitive losses. It contains hands-on advice on how to plan,
prepare, run and evaluate group sessions and translate clients’
interests and needs into possible sessions. The book is
an excellent resource for staff of all units caring for people with
cognitive losses and for trainees and students of nursing, social
work and occupational therapy.
09 116 3773
£48.84

6

5

6 Gentle Exercises and Movement for

Frail People
The exercises are supplied on separate cards with an illustration
on one side and a description of the exercise on the other.
The cards can be passed amongst the group or photocopied and
used as handouts.
AC1149
£37.60
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Bathing
1 Alton Bath Board

1

Homecraft

A perforated steel construction coated in tough white, easy to
clean plastic. Extra wide, high strength and quick draining design,
also ideal when showering. The adjustable metal brackets
enable this bath board to fit a wide variety of bath styles.
Bracket adjustment inside bath 380 to 605mm (15 to 233/4").
Length 680mm (263/4"). Width 298mm (113/4"). Weight 4.8kg.
AA1080
£38.54 10+ £32.76 25+ £26.98
1+
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2 Moulded Bath Board with Handle

30 STONE WEIGHT LIMIT

2

Constructed from lightweight moulded plastic, this bath board is
both sturdy and durable. The board has holes to assist with water
drainage and a built in dish for storing soap. Supplied complete
with a handle to give the user support and assistance when getting
onto or off of the board. Length 711mm (28"). Width 318mm (121/2").
Internal width adjustment 406 to 660mm (16 to 26"). Weight 2.5kg.
587
£26.25 10+ £22.31
1+
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3 Savanah™ Slatted Shower Board

Homecraft

Made with six smooth, reinforced plastic slats the Savanah
shower board provides a strong comfortable, quick draining
platform. The slats are fully sealed against the ingress of water
and all fittings are stainless steel, giving a corrosion resistant
shower board. The brackets include a serrated face and rubber
buffers to help secure the board in place. The bracket may also
be angled to position the board further back into the bath.
Rubber pads under the slats help prevent the bath board
slipping on the rim of the bath. Width 356mm (14").
Length
Weight
1+
5+
AA1093A
660mm (26")
2.8kg
£31.94
£28.75
AA1093
686mm (27")
3.0kg
£31.94
£28.75
AA1093B
711mm (28")
3.2kg
£31.94
£28.75
AA1093C
762mm (30")
3.5kg
£31.94
£28.75
AA1092
Optional Handle
0.2kg
£4.53
£4.08

3

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

4 Savanah™ Combined Bath Board

Homecraft

and Seat System
Combining the Savanah slatted bath board with the bath seat,
this product ensures correct alignment and eliminates movement
between the seat and board. Gives additional confidence and
security for users that would normally use a separate bath board
and seat together. The frame is adjustable to allow for variations
in bath depth and has a backrest for additional comfort and
support whilst bathing.
Seat height 203mm (8"). Seat size 457 x 290mm (18 x 111/4").
Board width 232mm (91/4"). Board length 686mm (27").
Weight 6.4kg.
AA1094
£92.25

4

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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1

1

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

1

30
st

2 Shower Trolley
These shower trolleys are designed to allow washing or showering
of patients in a supine position. Mobile and easy to manoeuvre,
they make transferring a patient to the bathing area simple,
allowing the patient to be showered, dried and clothed whilst
minimising the risk of back injury to the carer. Three locking castors
prevent movement during patient transfer and the fourth castor has
directional locking to assist manoeuvrability. The height adjustable
models can be adjusted from either side, setting the trolley at a
convenient height and avoiding the need for stretching or leaning.
Drop down sides on both sides of the trolley enable transfer of the
patient, whilst the padded liner and head support improve comfort.
Surface area 1930 x 750mm (76 x 291/2"). Depth of sides 200mm (8").
Height of fixed model 960mm (373/4"). Height of adjustable
models 580 to 960mm (23 to 373/4").
AA1760
Fixed Height
£1350.00
AA1761
Hydraulic Height Adjustment
£2295.00
AA1762
Electric Height Adjustment UK
£3950.00
09 117 1024 Electric Height Adjustment EU
£3950.00
09 117 1032 Electric Height Adjustment AUS
£3950.00
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2

4
wks

3 Pressalit Nursing/Shower Bench
This nursing bench is designed to help with the safe moving and
handling of children and adults during showering or changing.
The bench is slightly curved making it extremely comfortable and
safe. The height adjustable bench can be adjusted from 300mm
(113/4") to 1000mm (391/4") depending upon fixing position.
This movement is controlled by a simple, remote control hand
unit. An integrated gas cylinder enables the bench to be folded
easily against the wall when not in use to maximise floor space.
A water collection tray with an integrated water outlet prevents
water from splashing on carers or on the floor. The bench, end
caps and safety rail are all covered with polyurethane foam so
that there are no cold surfaces exposed. A manually adjustable
back support at either end gives increased comfort. Supplied
with a safety rail that can be easily folded up or down using only
one hand. Available in two adjustable height versions and two
fixed height versions.
09 117 4721 Adjustable Height Bench 1430mm
£3450.00
09 117 4739 Adjustable Height Bench 1930mm
£3525.00
09 117 4747 Fixed Height Bench
1430mm
£1645.00
09 117 4754 Fixed Height Bench
1930mm
£1725.00
Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/4
st

3

4
wks

3

3

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason,
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures
are appropriate for the specific installation.
DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 4 weeks. Please contact Customer Services
for more information.
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1 Savanah™ Modular Bath Step

This attractive, modular bath step has a large surface area and
textured surface to provide additional safety. Supplied as a single
step with a 100mm (4") raise, it can be stacked on top of another
or clipped together to give a larger area or create a small stair.
Each additional step adds an extra 50mm (2") to the height of the
step, up to a maximum of six steps (giving a 355mm (14") raise).
A foam pad fits neatly onto the surface of the step, making it
both warm and soft underfoot. Surface area 356 x 457mm (14 x 18").
Footprint 381 x 483mm (15 x 19"). Weight 1.3kg.
AA1824Y
Retail Packed
£26.97
AA1824W Non Retail
£25.20
09 116 2379 Bulk Pack of 12 Steps
£276.97
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1 Extra Wide Wall-Mounted Shower Seat

1

Comfortable and hygienic, these shower seats have an extra
wide seat offering a greater surface area and improved comfort,
especially for the larger user. The folding frame enables the seat
to be easily stored away when not in use.
The height adjustable legs allow the seat to be set level,
or with a slight incline or recline, to suit the user. Seat depth
415mm (16"). Seat height 460 to 510mm (18 to 20").
Seat Width
Weight
8kg
£512.90
AA1698
600mm (231/2")
11kg
£512.90
AA1699
860mm (333/4")
Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/4
st

2 Wall-Mounted Shower Seat

with Back and Arm Rests

2

This generously sized shower seat features a comfortable back
support that is angled ten degrees from the vertical for additional
support and comfort. The drop down arms are coated with
polyurethane foam and have moulded hand grips giving comfort
and security. For additional user comfort the angle of the arms
can be adjusted by five degrees either side of the horizontal.
Framework and legs are made from stainless steel making this
seat both durable and rust free. The seat can be folded away
when not in use and arms fold back to allow side transfer.
Two pairs of legs are supplied allowing the height of the seat to
be adjusted anywhere between 390 and 640mm (151/4 and 25").
The padded version has removable seat and back pads made
from polyurethane foam which does not absorb water even
when cut or damaged. Seat width 582mm (23").
Seat depth 576mm (221/2"). Width between arms 482mm (19").
Seat height at maximum leg extension 640mm (25").
Seat height at minimum leg extension 390mm (15").
Projection from wall when folded 247mm (91/2").
Weight
AA1685
Standard Seat
12.7kg
£341.63
AA1686
Padded Seat and Back 13.6kg
£412.44

2

Maximum
user weight

255
kg

40
st

3 Wall Mounted Extra Wide Shower Seats
3

3

With a maximum user weight of 222kg (34¾st) and an extra wide
seat, these shower stools are suitable for a wide range of users.
Constructed from a combination of galvanised steel and
aluminium with a white powder coating to give a durable and
attractive finish, these seats fold against the wall when not in use.
Optional pads are available to provide additional comfort and
warmth. The height adjustable legs give a seat height between
440 and 560mm (17¼ and 22"). Seat width 615mm (24¼").
Seat depth 400mm (15¾"). Distance from wall 580mm (22¾").
Backrest height from wall bracket 455mm (17½").
Weight
09 117 1610 Shower Seat
8kg
£176.20
09 117 1628 Padded Shower Seat
9kg
£193.50
13.8kg £251.30
09 117 1537 Seat with Arms & Backrest
09 117 1602 Seat with Padded Arms & Backrest 15.3kg £306.90

3

3

Maximum
user weight

222 343/4
kg

st

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason,
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures
are appropriate for the specific installation.

1332
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1

Bariatric Shower Stools
These extra wide shower stools are excellent for the larger user
and have generously padded vinyl covered foam seats for
additional comfort. The cross-braced construction and 25mm (1")
epoxy coated steel tubing provide an ultra strong seating
support. Choose from a range of two shower stools and three
perching stools. Each stool is height adjustable using pin clips
and the shower stool is available with a backrest that is
adjustable in depth. The perching stools have a frame that is
slightly lower at the front to give the seat a 51mm (2") incline.
Shower stool dimensions: Height adjustable between 508mm
(20") and 686mm (27"). Seat width 610mm (24").
Seat depth 430mm (17"). Width between arms 670mm (261/2").
Perching stool dimensions: Height adjustable between 559mm
(22") and 737mm (29"). Seat width 521mm (201/2").
Seat depth 324mm (123/4"). Width between arms 610mm (24").
Footprint at highest setting 770 x 660mm (301/4 x 26").
09 115 6686 Shower Stool
£140.18
09 115 6694 Shower Stool with Adjustable Padded Back £156.10
09 115 6652 Perching Stool
£89.20
09 115 6660 Perching Stool with Arms and Back
£111.50
09 115 6678 Perching Stool with Arms and
£124.30
Padded Back
Maximum
user weight

255
kg

SHOWER STOOLS

1

40
st

2 Extra Wide Perching Stools
This heavy duty perching stool has a wide frame and generously
padded seat for additional comfort. The frame is manufactured
from robust powder coated steel and is height adjustable.
Supplied with non-marking slip-resistant rubber tips. Seat height
500 to 660mm (19¾ to 26"). Seat width 515mm (20¼"). Seat
depth 305mm (12"). Backrest size 340 x 140mm (13½ x 5½").
Footprint (lowest position) 710 x 460mm (28 x 18"). Footprint
(highest position) 740 x 500mm (29 x 19¾"). Weight 9.7kg
549BHD
£118.75
Maximum
user weight

280
kg

PERCHING STOOLS

2

44
st

3 Heavy Duty Adjustable Shower Chair
This strong, extra wide, adjustable shower stool has handles on
both sides of the seat, giving support to the user when raising
and lowering. Supplied with a padded backrest giving comfort
and additional support for the larger user. Powder coated steel
frame with height adjustable legs. The clip-on plastic seat can be
easily removed for cleaning. Seat height 480 to 630mm (19 to
25"). Seat width 610mm (24"). Seat depth 430mm (17"). Width
between arms 670mm (26½"). Seat to top of arms 230mm (9").
Footprint at maximum height 640 x 760mm (25¼ x 30"). Footprint
at minimum height 570 x 730mm (22½ to 28¾").
539PBHD
£175.00
Maximum
user weight

250
kg

391/4
st

3

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Bathing & Toileting
1

NEW

The Mediatrics product range has been specifically
designed for those that require extra room for weight
distribution, whilst not requiring a bariatric product.
1 Mediatrics™ Adjustable Shower Stool & Chair
Deluxe and modern, this seat is available as a shower chair or
shower stool. The perforated seat enables water to drain and not
settle on the seat. The padded backrest on the chair gives a soft,
comfortable feel for the user and can be easily removed to turn
the chair into a stool. Seat height 483 to 635mm (19 to 25"). Seat
width 508mm (20"). Seat depth 438mm (17¼"). Width between
armrests (at top of arms) 533mm (21½"). Backrest height above
seat 333mm (13"). Arm height above seat 222mm (8¾").
Footprint at maximum height 724 x 660mm (28½ x 26").
Weight
09 131 5209 Stool
7.3kg
£93.73 5+
£84.36 10+ £74.98
1+
09 131 6173 Chair
8.8kg
1+ £132.13 5+ £118.92 10+ £105.70
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2 Mediatrics™ Adjustable Perching Stool
2

NEW

The Mediatrics Perching Stool offers four products in one. By
removing or adding the back or armrests, it can be transformed
into a stool with back and arms, a stool with back, a stool with
arms or a simple stool with no back and arms. The armrests can
be extended from 527 to 604mm (20¾ to 23¾") and the seat back
can be moved back by 102mm (4"), increasing the total seating
area. The upholstery on the seat and back is heat-sealed vinyl and
can be cleaned without the risk of water ingress. Seat incline from
front to back 38mm (1½"). Seat height 571 to 724mm (22½ to
28½"). Width of seat cushion 438mm (17¼"). Seat depth 330 to
432mm (13 to 17"). Width between armrests (at top of arms) 546
to 622mm (21½ to 24½"). Arm height above seat 190mm (7½").
Backrest height above seat 267mm (10½"). Footprint at maximum
height 814 x 660mm (32 x 26"). Weight 11.2kg.
09 131 5225
1+ £129.67 5+ £116.70 10+ £103.74
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3 Mediatrics™ Adjustable Height Commode

3

NEW

This extra-wide and height adjustable commode has an oval
pan, which can be fitted to the underneath of the frame allowing
the pan to be inserted at the front or to the rear of the frame.
This allows the frame to be positioned against a wall and still
be used. Manufactured from white, epoxy coated, mild steel
tubing with non-slip, non-marking feet and is easily stackable for
storage. Width of seat 521mm (20½"). Depth of seat 406mm (16").
Height to top of seat 476 to 603mm (18¾ x 24¾"). Width between
arms at top of arms 591mm (23¾"). Seat depth to backrest
533mm (21"). Seat to top of arms190mm (7½"). Aperture size
254 x 229mm (10 x 9"). Backrest height above top of seat 451mm
(17¾"). Footprint at maximum height 635 x 635mm (25 x 25").
Weight 5.9kg.
09 131 5217
£98.66 10+ £87.70
1+ £109.62 5+
Maximum
user weight

1334
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1

Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

SUITABLE AS A SHOWER BENCH

2 Heavy Duty Shower Stool

3

2

With a wider seat for the larger user, this heavy duty stool is
both strong and sturdy. The aluminium frame and moulded
plastic seat mean this stool is lightweight and corrosion resistant.
The stool is supplied flat packed and is easy to assemble.
The legs are height adjustable between 483 and 585mm
(19 and 23") with the armrests situated 127mm (5") higher
than the seat. Width between arms 610mm (24"). Seat size
520 x 340mm (201/2 x 131/4"). Backrest 410 x 195mm (16 x 73/4").
Weight 3.8kg.
AA1556
£81.40
Maximum
user weight

204
kg

32
st

3 Bariatric Wheeled Shower Commode Chair

with Swingaway Arms
This full support seat provides more support than conventional
shower chairs. Reinforcement throughout the entire frame
enables it to accommodate up to 272kg (423/4st). Open front
design with horseshoe seat for access. Optional footrests are
available. Six 110mm (5") castors, four of which are locking,
two non-locking. External width 760mm (30"). External depth
710mm (28"). Height to handle 1130mm (441/2"). Internal width
660mm (26"). Seat height 570mm (221/2").
09 116 8939 Shower Commode Chair
£471.40
09 115 8369 Optional Footrests
£162.50
Maximum
user weight

4

272 423/4
kg

st

4 Extra Wide Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
This heavy duty shower commode chair features armrests
and footrests that swing away for easy side transfer. It has a
padded back and contoured seat. A horseshoe cut out at the
front of the seat enables easier personal hygiene. Supplied
complete with commode pan. Note: not suitable for use over a
toilet. The 127mm (5") castors are braked at the rear. Seat height
535mm (21"). Seat depth 470mm (181/2").
09 117 9134 Chicago Shower Commode Chair
£779.00
Seat width 575mm (221/2"). External width 700mm (271/2").
External depth (excluding footrests) 640mm (251/4"). Weight 19kg.
09 117 9142 Dallas Shower Commode Chair
£849.00
Seat width 620mm (241/2"). External width 760mm (30").
External depth (excluding footrests) 655mm (253/4"). Weight 20kg.
AA1669
Spare Pan
£9.76
Maximum
user weight

200 311/4
kg

st
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1 Bariatric Shower Bench and Bedside Commode
The Bariatric Shower Bench and Bedside Commode have
been designed specifically for bariatric users. The backrest can
be adjusted in depth +/- 60mm (21/4") and has curved tubing
to ensure comfort for any body shape. Height adjustable from
420 to 550mm (161/2 to 211/2"). ‘Butterfly’ armrests ensure the
body doesn’t get squeezed getting in to and out of the chair.
The high-tech, lightweight tubing provides the highest strength
at the lowest weight and the removable seat pad ensures these
items are easy to clean. The Bedside Commode can also be
used as a shower chair with a cut-out seat and includes a pan
as standard. Seating depth 400 to 520mm (153/4 to 201/2").
Available in two seat widths, 610mm (24") and 710mm (28").
Shower
Bench
Seat Width
Overall Width
Weight
7kg £284.37
09 120 2720 610mm (24") 730mm (283/4")
7.7kg £322.83
09 120 2738 710mm (28") 830mm (321/2")
Bedside
Commode
Seat Width
Overall Width
Weight
7kg £284.37
09 120 2670 610mm (24") 730mm (283/4")
7.7kg £322.83
09 120 2688 710mm (28") 830mm (321/2")
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1 Atlantic Bariatric Shower Commode Chair Days

1

The Atlantic Bariatric Shower Commode Chairs are stylish,
easily manoeuvrable and very easy to clean. Available in two
seat widths, 505mm (20") and 560mm (22"), to accommodate
a wider variety of users. The chairs are manufactured from plastic
coated steel and are ideal where infection control is an issue.
All upholstery and braked castors are colour co-ordinated in
blue. The multi function armrests are: swing back; drop down;
detachable and come complete with an easy to operate hygienic
arm catch. The hygienic white clip-on seat, backrest and arms
can be easily removed for cleaning or stored away. A toilet roll
holder is supplied with all models. Supplied with a square bowl
as standard, however, an optional perfection pan can be fitted
enabling the chairs to be used with a re-usable bed pan and
a disposable bed pan. Seat depth 430mm (17”). Seat height
505mm (19¾"). Under seat clearance 440mm (17½").
External height 995mm (39¼"). External depth 780mm (31”).
External width 598 Series 620mm (24½"); 598X Series 670mm
(26½"). Castor diameter 130mm (5”).
598
505mm (20")
1+ £240.00 5+ £216.00
Without footrests 10+ £193.00 25+ £169.00

2

598F

505mm (20")
With footrests

1+ £260.00 5+ £234.00
10+ £209.00 25+ £183.00

598X

560mm (22")
Without footrests

1+ £250.00 5+ £225.00
10+ £200.00 25+ £175.00

598XF

560mm (22")
With footrests

1+ £270.00 5+ £243.00
10+ £215.00 25+ £190.00

Maximum
user weight

225 351/4
kg

st

2 Bariatric Wheeled Shower Commode

ADJUSTABLE

This stainless steel chair is designed for the physical dimensions
of larger individuals. Available in two widths with the option of
‘Butterfly’ armrests that add an extra 100mm (4") to the seating
width. The chairs are equipped with a one-piece handle bar and
industrial vinyl castors. Extra long, angled armrests are removable
to allow easy access for washing or transferring. The padded
split seat is both waterproof and anti-bacterial. The PU foam
footrests are width adjustable up to 1100mm (431/4"), enabling
those with fat tissue on their inner thigh to sit comfortably. Seat
depth 560mm (22"). Seat height 550mm (213/4"). Space between
seat and backrest 320mm (121/2"). Floor to handle bar 990mm
(39"). Seat to footrest 400 to 480mm (153/4 to 19"). Footrest width
adjustment 580 to 1100mm (223/4 to 431/4").
Seat width
Overall width
09 118 0314 Standard 610mm (24") 670mm (261/4") £1606.00
09 120 2696 Butterfly
610mm (24") 670mm (261/4") £1606.00
09 120 2704 Standard 710mm (28") 770mm (301/4") £1695.00
09 120 2712 Butterfly
710mm (28") 770mm (301/4") £1695.00

3
Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

3 Bariatric Mobile Commode
Modern and attractive, this commode is robust and wide
enough to suit a bariatric user with comfort and ease. The design
enables the chair to be used as a commode, shower chair or
over the toilet. The shape of the reinforced back frame enables
the chair to fit flush over the toilet cistern. The height adjustable
pram handles ensure that the carer is pushing the patient at the
correct position. With a 775mm (31") external width, the chair can
easily fit through a standard. Armrests can be swung away or
removed for side transfers. Height adjustable footplates clip-on
and swing away. The oval pan with handle can be inserted to the
front or rear of the frame. All four 125mm (5") swivel castors are
lockable. Seat height 495mm (19½"). Back height 360mm (14¼").
Handle height 820mm to 970mm (32¼ to 38¼"). Seat width
635mm (25"). Width between armrests 635mm (25"). Seat depth
460mm (18"). Seat to top of back 310mm (12"). Back width
180mm (7"). Back width 540mm (21¼"). Under seat clearance
465mm (18¼"). Weight 31kg.
09 130 9996
£486.00
Maximum
user weight

1336
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1

Raised Toilet Seat
Lightweight, all plastic construction, for strength and durability,
the Savanah has a gently contoured surface for extra comfort.
The seat slopes downwards slightly from back to front, so as to
allow easier lowering and raising, and has a deep splash guard
to minimise soiling. Resistant to stains and odours, it is fully
sealed and easy to clean.
• The large rear cut-out on the Savanah A gives clearance for
the coccyx and, combined with the gentle downward slope of
the seat, makes rear personal hygiene possible.
• The wide front cut-out
personal cleansing.

B

also allows easier access for

• The two L-shaped moulded plastic brackets C , on the Savanah
have bonded rubber non-slip buffers to keep the toilet seat
firmly in position. These brackets can be easily adjusted to fit
on most sizes and shapes of toilets, by the use of two large,
fluted turning knobs. This makes fitting and removal of the
seat very quick and easy.
• The Savanah has no front bracket, or front turning knob,
to avoid snagging skin or clothes. The front is secured
by a lip D .
Overall length 400mm (153/4").
Overall width with brackets 410mm (161/4").
Aperture 270 x 210mm (101/2 x 81/4").
Height
Weight
AA2112 50mm (2")
785g
£20.95 5+
£18.86 10+ £16.76
1+
AA2114Y 100mm (4")
965g
£21.50 5+
£19.35 10+ £17.20
1+
AA2116 132mm (51/4") 1.15kg
£30.50 5+
£27.45 10+ £24.40
1+
AA2112L 50mm (2")
785g
£25.95 5+
£23.36 10+ £20.76
1+
AA2114L 100mm (4")
965g
£26.75 5+
£24.08 10+ £21.40
1+
AA2116L 132mm (51/4") 1.15kg
£36.50 5+
£32.85 10+ £29.20
1+
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

A

25+

£13.62

25+

£13.98

25+

£19.83

25+

£16.88

25+

£17.40

25+

£23.72

B

C

D

2

30
st

2 Ashby Wide-Access Raised Toilet Seat
For people who have difficulty with personal cleansing the
Ashby Wide-Access seat offers the widest cut-aways, both
front and rear. Cleaning access problems by the user or by
a carer are greatly reduced by the special design of the seat.
The one piece seat has a built in anti-bacterial action.
Secured in place with four adjustable fixing brackets.
Seat height 100mm (4"). Weight 2.2kg.
AA2127
£62.41
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3 Bariatric Toilet Seat
Ideal for those that require a larger seating area when using
the toilet. The luxurious contoured seat provides the user
with comfort, whilst being stylish and ergonomic in its design.
Easily fitted and secured to the toilet frame.
Fits to most toilet frames. Seat size 482 x 482mm (19 x 19").
Aperture size 292 x 222mm (111/2 x 83/4"). Weight 3.5kg.
09 116 9903
£173.45
Maximum
user weight

381
kg

3

60
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com

Tel: 08448 730 035
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1

1 Bariatric Adjustable Toilet Surround

2

This sturdy toilet surround rail is both height and width adjustable
making it suitable for a variety of situations. It has padded
handgrips for additional comfort and support. The width of
the frame can be adjusted from 600 to 650mm (231/2 to 251/2").
Height 625 to 788mm (25 to 31"). Supplied flat packed.
09 117 2378
£56.97
Maximum
user weight

225 351/4
kg

st

2 Extra Wide Adjustable Height Toilet Surround
An extra wide, heavy duty powder coated toilet surround which
provides extra support and safety when lowering and raising.
Width between arms 540mm (211/4").
503AHD
£72.50
Maximum
user weight

3

250 391/4
kg

st

3 Extra Wide Toilet Frame
This height adjustable frame has a broad seat to accommodate
larger users. Fitted with two wheels to help transport the frame
when not in use. Seat height 470 to 620mm (181/2 to 241/2").
Seat size 610 x 440mm (24 x 173/4"). Width between arms
635mm (25"). Footprint 630 x 730mm (25 x 283/4"). Weight 7.5kg.
AA2235
£171.74
Maximum
user weight

250 391/4
kg

st

4 Grand Cosby
The Grand Cosby has a smooth contoured, extra wide seat
and offers excellent support and comfort. The seat has built-in
anti-bacterial properties and clips on to the sturdy height
adjustable frame. Seat height 440 to 570mm (171/4 to 221/2").
Width 650mm (251/2"). Depth 450mm (18"). Weight 7kg.
AA2201
£166.69

4

Maximum
user weight

250 391/4
kg

st

5 Stirling Elite Bariatric Toilet Frame

Homecraft

This new member of the Stirling family of products has been
specifically designed for the larger user. Provides the user with
a spacious seating area and larger seat than standard toilet
frames, resulting in a more comfortable experience. The rotated
moulded, contoured clip-on seat can be easily removed for
cleaning. The sturdy, yet lightweight frame offers a maximum
user weight of 255kg (40st). The frame can be adjusted in height
from 510 to 635mm (20 to 25"). Internal width 630mm (243/4").
Seat width 450mm (173/4"). Seat depth 440mm (17½").
Height of armrests from the seat 210mm (8½").
09 142 2955
£99.50
Maximum
user weight

5

1338

NEW

Fax: 08448 730 100

www.homecraft-rolyan.com

255
kg

40
st
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1

Maximum
user weight

300
kg

47
st

2 Extra Wide Commodes
Constructed from heavy duty steel, these commodes are
available as fixed or adjustable height versions to suit a wide
range of users. Two of the legs have wheels, enabling the
commode to be moved easily when not in use. The commode
pan loads from the rear. Comfortable padded upholstery
is welded to enable easier cleaning. Width between arms
735mm (29"). Footprint 800 x 540mm (311/2 x 211/4"). Weight 14.5kg.
Seat Height
£180.24
AA2325A
450mm (173/4")
£199.26
AA2325BX
450 to 580mm (173/4 to 223/4")
Maximum
user weight

2

250 391/4
kg

st

3 Zenith Bariatric Commode
This extra wide commode has a smooth, moulded, anti-bacterial
plastic seat and backrest that provides both comfort and
hygiene. Backrest is adjustable in depth and may be removed
totally to enable use over the toilet. The armrests are removable
for side transfer and lock securely back into place. Robustly
constructed to give maximum stability and patient safety,
two wheels are mounted onto the frame making the commode
easy to move around when not in use. Seat height adjustable
from 470 to 540mm (181/2 to 211/4"). Seat size 710 x 525mm
(28 x 203/4"). Aperture 255 x 300mm (10 x 113/4"). Width between
armrests 665mm (261/2"). Footprint at maximum height
760 x 595mm (30 x 231/2").
AA2305
Zenith Extra Wide Commode
£292.95
AA2308
Disposable Pan Holder
£24.69
Maximum
user weight

380 593/4
kg

st

3

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com

Tel: 08448 730 035
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1 Bariatric Toilet Frame and Commode
A sturdy, well constructed tubular frame designed specifically
for the larger user. The ergonomic seat provides extra comfort.
Can be used as either a toilet frame using the splash guard or a
commode using the optional commode pan. Seat width 360mm
(14 1/4"). Seat depth 450mm (173/4"). Seat height 550mm (213/4").
Overall height 780mm (303/4"). Width between arms 600mm
(231/2"). Total width 670mm (26 1/4"). Weight 12kg.
09 116 2098
£400.30
09 116 2106 Spare Splash Guard
£61.81
09 116 2114 Optional Commode Pan
£61.81
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1 Sherwood Bariatric Commode

1

NEW

Homecraft

The Sherwood Bariatric Commode offers the user comfort,
stability and independence for use anywhere within the home.
This sturdy, metal framed commode has a thick padded backrest
and seat, providing the user with additional comfort whilst seated
for long periods. A padded seat cover is also supplied. The
armrests are simple to remove, allowing the user to side transfer
from the bed, wheelchair or even an armchair. Supplied with a
large square bowl, which can be easily removed from the front
or rear of the commode. Seat height 480 to 635mm (19 to 25").
Seat width 660mm (26"). Seat depth 500m (20"). Height of
armrest 220mm (8¾"). Size of aperture 280 x 230mm (11 x 9").
09 142 2963
£158.00
Maximum
user weight

254
kg

40
st

2 Heavy Duty Commode
This extremely robust heavy duty stationary commode chair
comes complete with anti bacterial backrest and over seat.
Features a clip on, clip off rotational moulded aperture seat
and oval potty.
Technical Specification
Seat Height 460 to 610mm (18 to 24")
Seat depth 430mm (17")
Seat to top of arms 180m (7")
Seat to top of back 420mm (16½")
Width between arms 605mm (23¾")
Orifice width 250mm (9¾")
Orifice depth 280mm (11")
Overall width 620mm (24½")
Overall depth 540mm (21¼")
522HD
£175.00

2

Maximum
user weight

280
kg

44
st

3 Deluxe Commode Chair
A high quality chair that looks stylish and unobtrusive in any room.
The high seat and side arms provide support when the user is
getting on or off the seat. The concealed commode pan has a
handle and lid, enabling it to be removed easily and securely for
emptying and cleaning. Available in three fabrics, with sapphire
being a wipe clean polyester fabric.
Seat height 480mm (19"). Seat depth 450mm (171/2"). Seat width
430mm (171/5") tapering to 380mm (15") at the back. Weight 9.4kg.
AA2375
Tapestry
£251.29
AA2375PB Sapphire
£251.29
AA2375CN Navy
£251.29
101522
Rich Brown
£251.29

3

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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1 Mattress Elevator

1

Homecraft

The Homecraft Mattress Elevator allows those confined to bed
for long periods to sit or lie comfortably with a high degree of
independence. Easily width adjustable for single through to
queen size beds, using the safety pin clip system. Securely fixed
into place using colour coded straps that simply clip together
around the bed base and mattress. When in use, the Homecraft
Mattress Elevator allows the user to rise and recline smoothly,
quietly and safely at the touch of a button, thus reducing the
need for manual handling. Due to the superior design, the drive
mechanism cannot be felt through the mattress, even when in a
fully reclined position. The compact transformer is unobtrusive,
silent and can be easily hidden. The Homecraft Mattress Elevator
allows a user weight of up to 254kg (40st) to be raised and
maintained at any angle between 9° and 72°. Available with side
guards that, when fitted, will help prevent pets or children from
becoming trapped. Overall length 725mm (281/2"). Overall width
740 to 1410mm (29 to 551/2"). Range of movement 9° to 72°.
Weight of elevator unit 11.2kg.
09 118 1668 UK Complete
1+ £499.00 3+ £449.10 5+ £399.20 10+ £324.50
09 118 1676 UK without Side Guards
1+ £427.00 3+ £384.30 5+ £341.60 10+ £277.50
09 118 1684 European Complete
£499.00

254
Maximum
kg
user weight

2

40
st

2 Pillow Lifter

Homecraft

Unlike a mattress elevator, this device enables the user to lift
and lower one person on a double bed to the desired position,
without disturbing the other person. The electrically powered pillow
lifter is operated with an easy to use hand control, enabling the
user to raise and maintain the pillow at an angle between 9° and
72°. The frame has a maximum user weight of 254kgs (40st) and a
width of 740mm (29") for the larger user. A thick padded, flame
retardant mattress is provided to ensure excellent comfort for the
user. Can be easily wiped clean. Length 1000mm (391/4").
Maximum width 740mm (29").Weight 15kg.
09 118 6600 Complete with side guards
1+ £450.00 3+ £405.00 5+ £360.00 10+ £292.50
09 131 0747 Complete without side guards
1+ £400.00 3+ £360.00 5+ £320.00 10+ £260.00
Maximum
user weight

254
kg

40
st

3 Prima Bario
The Prima Bario mattress is a high quality non-turn mattress
for high dependency patients (Waterlow Score of 20). It has a
sewn cover which is vapour permeable and waterproof. It has a
weight guide of up to 400kg and is available in varying sizes to
suit the bed.
DH6BUK90
1990 x 178 x 900mm (781/4 x 7 x 351/2") £292.50
DH6BUK100 1990 x 178 x 1000mm (781/4 x 7 x 391/4") £305.00
DH6BUK113 1990 x 178 x 1130mm (781/4 x 7 x 441/2" £315.00
DH6BUK120 1990 x 178 x 1200mm (781/4 x 7 x 471/4") £325.00
DH6BUK140 1990 x 178 x 1400 mm (781/4 x 7 x 55") £343.00
Maximum
user weight

400
kg

63
st

3

SUITABLE FOR THOSE AT
HIGH RISK OF DEVELOPING
PRESSURE ULCERS

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com

Tel: 08448 730 035
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Quick, easy fitting to most bed widths, the Homecraft
Mattress Elevator has a smooth, quiet action. Supplied
with a small, discreet and lightweight transformer.
Available with side guards, for extra safety.
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Seating
1 Bariatric Patient/Dinner Chair

1

It is often a problem for bariatric users to be seated comfortably.
Sometimes the seat depth is too short, sometimes too deep or
with no back support. This chair has been designed to be
individually adjusted to provide comfortable seating.
The backrest can be adjusted +/- 60mm (+/- 2½") and the
tubing is bent to provide maximum comfort. The chair is height
adjustable from 420 to 550mm (16½ to 21¾"). It is very important
to adjust the chair to the right height to ensure success in getting
in to and out of it. If the chair is too high for the user their feet will
lift off the floor, making it difficult to get seated. If it is too low, the
user will have trouble getting up. The armrests are constructed
so that they go beyond the seat. This makes it easier to get a
good grip when sitting down and getting up. They also bend
outwards for a better grip and so that the user’s body does not
get squeezed getting in to and out of the chair. Made from
high-tech lightweight tubing to ensure the highest strength at the
lowest weight. Seat width 710mm (28"). Seat depth 400 to
520mm (15¾ to 20½"). Overall width 830mm (32¾").
Weight 7.7kg.
09 120 2779
£477.35
Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

2 Heavy Duty Pressure Care Chair

2

2

B

F

E

H

This chair has no footplate or handle bar, but it is fitted with
housekeeping wheels at the rear to enable the chair (minus the
patient) to be moved around easily. Available in either Panvelle
or Vinyl. Back height 1200mm (48"). Overall width 730mm (291/5").
Depth 930mm (371/5"). Seat height 520mm (204/5").
Seat size 610 x 500mm (241/2 x 20"). Weight 22kg.
A colour swatch is available upon request.
Material
Colour
AA3086PB
Panvelle Chair
Navy
£997.00
AA3086PF
Panvelle Chair
Rosewood
£997.00
AA3086PE
Panvelle Chair
Evergreen
£997.00
AA3086PH
Panvelle Chair
Beige
£997.00
AA3086VE
Vinyl Chair
Woodpecker
£968.00
AA3086VF
Vinyl Chair
Rose
£968.00
AA3086VB
Vinyl Chair
Kingfisher
£968.00
Maximum
user weight

PANVELLE SWATCHES

2

254
kg

40

6-8
wks

st

3 Wide Adjustable Metal Framed Chair

E

F

B

H

Adjustable in height and designed with an extra wide seat
and reinforced frame for the larger user. Seat 610mm x 495mm
(24 x 191/2"). Width between arms 585mm (23"). Seat height
480 to 590mm (19 to 23"). Weight 18kg.
AA3093
£403.61
Maximum
user weight

250
kg

391/4
st

4 Tenderlift Cushion Riser
VINYL SWATCHES

3

4

An easily operated, electric riser cushion that fits most chairs and
wheelchairs, giving an alternative to riser chairs. A simple button
control handset allows the user to raise, lower and stop the
cushion at an angle to suit them. It is easy to use, even for those
with little or no upper body strength. The cushion is portable,
making it easy to move from room to room or chair to chair.
The outer fleece cover is removable for washing. Seat depth
495mm (19"). Seat width 430mm (17"). Seat height when closed
180mm (7"). Weight 10kg.
AA3270
£408.18
Maximum
user weight

254
kg

40
st

MADE TO ORDER
This item is made to order and, therefore, is not refundable.
DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 6 to 8 weeks. Please contact Customer Services
for more information.

1342

Fax: 08448 730 100

www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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Homecraft

1

1

09 116 6883
Maximum
user weight

1

£223.83

190
kg

30
st

2 Secure Turn
This new easy-to-use patient turner is ideal for seat to seat
transfers when a client’s mobility is restricted. It features a curved
support frame, which helps to reduce the risk of falling and
ensures a safe, comfortable transfer. A hand operated locking
device enables the carer to rotate the Secure Turn to any of five
positions whilst controlling the turning speed. The non slip turn
disk glides easily in both directions and counter balance points
provide stability throughout the transfer. The Secure Turn is fitted
with housekeeping wheels so it is easily moved, minus the client,
where required making it ideal when transfers are required in a
number of areas. Width between arms 430mm (17"). Height from
handles to platform 760mm (30").Height of top bar to platform
990mm (39"). Width 660mm (26"). Depth 685mm (27").
Disk diameter 450mm (18"). Weight 17kg.
09 116 9127
£555.53
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

2

30
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com

Tel: 08448 730 035
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1 Orbi-Turn

The Orbi-Turn has been designed for carers to facilitate standing
and seat-to-seat transfers, whilst minimising the risk of injury
to themselves and the patient. It allows a client with moderate
upper and lower limb strength to participate in functional transfers
whilst ensuring good working postures for carers and therapists.
• Height adjustable and angled knee pad facilitates normal
biomechanical hip and knee movement
• Height adjustable hand bar to suit a range of clients
• Thigh pad gives the client a secure and supportive contact
point for increased stability and comfort during transfers
• Turntable effortlessly rotates through 360° for repositioning
in even the most confined spaces
• Non-slip footprints provide secure foot placement and show
clients where to position feet
• Easy to operate foot brake prevents rotation and
over-balancing during sit-to-stand
• Two rear castors provide easy transport from client to client
• Front mounted sprung castor assists the carer in positioning
the Orbi-Turn once the client’s feet are in position
• Folds flat for transport and storage
• Height adjustable from 815 to 1315mm to suit a variety of clients
• Steel frame for durability and strength, weighs 15kg
Lowest Position Highest Position
Bottom Handle
815mm
1175mm
Top Handle
920mm
1315mm
Knee Pad (Mid Point)
235mm
510mm
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Moving & Handling
1

1 Heavy Duty Turntable

2

A high quality turntable with non-slip injection moulded rubber
pads and a durable injection moulded plastic body with brass
and nylon bushes. Self-lubricating and virtually maintenance
free. Wipe clean with soapy water or alcohol solution.
Diameter 335mm (131/4"). Weight 1.4kg.
1+ £116.92 5+ £105.23
AA88029
Maximum
user weight

223
kg

35
st

2 Swivel Seat
This high quality cushioned seat glides you in and out of
cars smoothly without struggling. Contours to the seat and will
swivel in both directions. May help those who suffer from arthritis,
leg or back pain. A strap secures the position of the swivel seat.
Diameter 400mm (15 1/2"). Height 70mm (2 3/4"). Weight 1.6kg.
AA8862
£80.35

3

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3 Universal Handling Belt
The Universal Handling Belt is designed to accommodate
waist sizes from 510mm (20") to 1450mm (57") and features
front and side loops that are maintained at any extended length.
It is manufactured from material that helps to reduce cross
infection and is impregnated with an anti-bacterial agent.
It can be washed up to 75°C.
AA8898
£71.16

4 Q2 Motility Board
The Q2 Motility Board has a unique curved shape and maximum
working load of 285kg. The inset anti-slip pads on the underside
prevent pad detachment and afford maximum grip on the two
transfer surfaces. It is lightweight and is easily wiped clean,
using either household disinfectants or alcohol-based solutions.
Length 750mm (291/2"). Width 338mm (151/4"). Weight 1.6kg
AA88028
£73.46

4

Maximum
user weight

285 443/4
kg

st

5 SuperPole™ Heavy Duty
The SuperPole Heavy Duty is a support system providing
assistance for standing, transferring or moving in bed. The pole
is easily installed using a simple jackscrew expansion and fits
ceiling heights from 2.36m (93") to 2.54m (100"). A quality
handgrip provides a secure and comfortable grip and rubber
pads prevent marking of the ceiling or floor. Also available with
a SuperBar. Weight 9.5kg.
AA88382
SuperPole Heavy Duty
£315.17
AA88383
SuperPole with SuperBar Heavy Duty
£409.27

5

5

SUPERPOLE

1344

Fax: 08448 730 100

Maximum
user weight

SUPERPOLE WITH SUPERBAR

www.homecraft-rolyan.com

204
kg

32
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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1 Premier XXL-300

1

Particularly suited for hospital and residential use, the high
weight limit makes this hoist ideal for professional settings and
for heavier clients. It allows the client to be transferred between
the floor and a high bed. Collapsible, it also features an electrical
leg opening system and a spreader bar with four suspension
points for the sling. Weight 88kg.
• Wide range of motion allowing a person to be picked up from
the ground to the level of hospital beds
• Great stability and easy handling
• Directional wheels; the back wheels have a brake that locks
the hoist in position
• Four-point spreader bar with protective soft foam cover
• Control box with an integrated emergency stop and charger:
input 230V 50Hz/14VA and output 24V 220Ma/5.3VA
• Remote control with 2 buttons, 1 for the legs and 1 for the lifting
system, and safety button (must be held down to activate)
• LCD Screen indicating the battery charge level
• Emergency lowering system assuring complete patient safety
• Audible low battery alarm
• Battery easily removable and rechargeable*

2

• LINAK Actuator 10 000N - 24V
• Easy to dismantle (two parts) to facilitate transport and storage
• Comfortable handles
• Electric leg adjustment
• Steel frame with epoxy coating
AA89029
09 117 8466
Maximum
user weight

XXL-300
Bariatric Sling

300
kg

47

£3088.51
£206.94
4
wks

st

2 ELK Lifting Cushion
The ELK emergency lifting cushion lifts a fallen person simply
and safely, minimising moving, handling and transfer risks.
Designed to be operated with the help of a carer, it can be used
in the tightest of spaces. The ELK is simple to use, applicable for
any age and is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. It is used
and recommended by many UK NHS Ambulance Trusts as key
equipment to lift a fallen person. Operated by low air pressure
using the Airflo power source. Inflated height 565mm (22").
Inflated width 570mm (221/2"). Inflated depth 500mm (20").
Deflated folding dimensions 620 x 260 115mm (241/2 x 10 x 41/2").
Weight 3.6kg.
09 117 8078 ELK Including Airflo Compressor
£1119.13
09 117 0919 Spare Airflo Compressor
£325.00
Maximum
user weight

450 703/4
kg

st

3

2
wks

3 CAMEL Inflatable Lifting Chair
The CAMEL inflatable lifting chair is designed to sit up and lift
a fallen person from the floor either independently or with
assistance from a carer. Particularly suitable for very large or
bariatric people, it is simple to use and appropriate for any age.
The CAMEL is lightweight and portable. It packs away into a
compact, discreet bag when not in use or for transportation.
Operated by low air pressure using the Airflo power source.
Inflated dimensions: Seat height 560mm (211/2"); Seat width
700mm (28"); Backrest width 620mm (241/2"); Seat depth
470mm (19"); 810mm (321/2"). Deflated rolled dimensions:
Length 760mm (301/2"). Diameter 200mm (8"). Weight 6.5kg.
09 117 8086 CAMEL Including Airflo Compressor
£1912.09
09 117 0919 Spare Airflo Compressor
£325.00
Maximum
user weight

320
kg

501/4

2
wks

st

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 2 to 4 weeks. Please contact Customer Services
for more information.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com

Tel: 08448 730 035
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Mobility
1 Bariatric Heavy Duty Rollator

1

Days

This heavy duty rollator is manufactured from heavy gauge steel
tubing and comes with an extra wide padded rest seat. The
handles are adjustable in height and the loop brakes are lockable.
111
£175.00
Maximum
user weight

317 493/4
kg

st

Specifications
Overall height

885-990mm

Overall width

770mm

Overall depth

660mm

Seat height

550mm

Seat width

480mm

Seat depth

355mm

Wheels

200mm

Colour

Red

Weight

13 Kg

Weight Limit

317 Kg

Holder

Basket

Back Style

Straight

2 Bariatric Anterior Safety Roller
2

The Bariatric Anterior Safety Roller is available in two maximum
user weights and has a range of accessories, making it suitable
for a variety of clients. The patient is situated in the centre of the
Safety Roller, which provides maximum support and improved
posture. The slip resistant, non-marking, easy rolling neoprene
wheels are ideal for indoor and outdoor use. The brakes are
activated by applying pressure to the handlebar. The Safety
Roller halts in step with the patient and the braking mechanism
automatically engages if the client stumbles. Height adjustable in
25mm (1") increments from 737mm (29") to 914mm (36").
09 117 5462
£271.12
Width: 572 - 699mm (221/2 - 271/2")
Width Between Handlebar: 445 - 572mm (171/2 - 221/2")
09 117 5496 Optional Width Adjustable Seat
£143.01
Maximum
user weight

227 351/2
kg

st

09 117 5470
Width: 635 - 762mm (25 - 30")
Width Between Handlebar: 508 - 635mm (20 - 25")
09 118 0249 Optional Width Adjustable Seat

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL BASKET & SEAT

Maximum
user weight

£359.30

£143.01

454 711/2
kg

st

09 117 5488 Optional Basket
£17.06
09 117 5504 Optional Forearm Rests
£163.94
(mounting brackets must be ordered separately)
09 118 0256 Forearm Rests Mounting Brackets
£41.35

3

3 Bariatric High Walker
This patient walker is a multi-functional aid; it can be used for
walking, mobilising from seated to standing, it is safe to use and
provides independency. It has a built in two-handgrip function
that allows the user to stand using small steps and being in full
control of the manoeuvre. This minimises the risk of injury to
patient and carer. The armrests are adjustable in width and angle
giving optimal support to the user. The bar-mounted hand-brakes
are not only useful for stopping but also for speed control and
turning. The brakes can be locked when required, eg, when
standing up or sitting down. The sturdy tubing provides a long
lasting frame that is easy to clean. Width 760mm (30").
Height adjustable from 1000 to 1300mm (391/4 to 51").
09 117 9423
£927.93
Maximum
user weight

1346
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325
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Mobility

Maximum
user weight

1

1

2

NEW

NEW

226 35½
kg

st

2 Bariatric Crutch
This heavy-duty crutch is designed to accommodate larger
individuals weighing up to 325kg (51st). It is made from 28mm
lightweight tubing and has a 45mm rubber ferrule to provide a
large ground contact area. Height adjustable from 690 to
1100mm (271/4 to 431/4"). Distance between handle and cuff
240mm (91/2"). Inside curve of cuff is 150mm (6"). Supplied as
a single crutch. Weight 1.5kg
09 120 8909
£57.75
Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

3 Folding Bariatric Walking Frame
This walking frame accommodates larger individuals up to 220kg
(341/2 st) The frame is lightweight but solid and offers a high
degree of stability. It is height adjustable from 760 to 1010mm
(30 to 39 3/4"). Width at base 710mm (281/2"). Width between grips
520mm (201/2"). Weight 3kg. Folds easily for transport and storage.
AA8322
£178.45
Maximum
user weight

3

4

220 341/2
kg

st

4 Heavy Duty Walking Frame
This walking frame offers excellent stability and is designed to
accommodate users up to 223kg (35st). Although reinforced, it is
made from aluminium ensuring it remains sturdy yet lightweight.
It is available in either a non-wheeled or wheeled, both height
adjustable in 20mm (3/4") increments. Width 700mm (271/2").
Depth 420mm (161/2").
Type
Height
Weight
09 118 3516 Non-Wheeled 790-890mm (31-35")
2.6kg £122.97
09 118 3524 Wheeled
790-890mm (31-35")
2.8kg £131.77
09 120 8156 Non-Wheeled 870-970mm (341/4-38") 3.0Kg £122.97
09 120 8164 Wheeled
870-970mm (341/4-38") 3.2Kg £131.77
Maximum
user weight

223
kg

5

35
st

5 Bariatric Wheeled Walking Frame
Accommodates larger individuals up to 325kg (51st) and ensures
a high degree of stability for the user. The two wheels offer a
high degree of mobility and the frame folds easily for storage
and transportation. Height adjustable from 780 to 1010mm
(303/4 to 393/4"). Width 760mm (30").
AA8339
£811.94
Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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1 Bariatric Walking Stick
A height adjustable walking stick designed especially for Bariatric
users. The curved neck places the user’s weight directly over the
shaft for stability and safety. Available as a standard or
4-point stick. Height adjustable from 710 to 930mm (28 to 36½").
Weight 0.9kg.
AA8114
Standard
£35.56
09 120 2746
4-Point
£43.63
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Mobility
1 Minimaxx Folding Bariatric Wheelchair

1

The Minimaxx has all the features that make it suitable for
bariatric users and has the added benefit of being folding
for easy storage and transport.
The folding mechanism is very easy to operate and its design
ensures the wheelchair is extremely rigid when unfolded and the
seat is fully supported.
The position of both the front and rear wheels provides effortless
manoeuvrability; the front wheels are positioned further forward
than standard chairs preventing the chair from tipping and the
back wheels carry most of the user’s weight so the chair is easier
to push. The low seat height makes it easy to access the chair
and still self-propel it.
In addition, the push handles are designed so that the attendant
can easily use their body to turn and push the chair. They are
padded and at an angle that puts as little strain as possible on
the wrists and shoulders.
Each footrest can carry up to 100kg and they are width
adjustable enabling those with fat tissue on their inner thigh
to sit comfortably. Very long armrests make it easy for the user
to get in to and out of the wheelchair. Available in 2 widths.
Seat height 430mm (17"). Seat depth 480mm (18¾")
09 120 2753
Seat width 610mm (24")
£2600.00
09 120 2761
Seat width 660mm (26")
£2600.00
Maximum
user weight

1

kg

51
st

2 Eclipse Bariatric Wheelchair
The construction and adjustment possibilities of this wheelchair
meet the needs of various bariatric body types, making it one of
the best wheelchairs for these users.
A steel frame provides maximum strength and rigidity and is
designed so that most of the user’s weight is carried over the
rear wheels. They are especially designed for this so propulsion
and steering is very easy with little loss of energy.
The wheelchair’s solid seat facilitates good posture and
promotes activeness. It is also adjustable in depth, height, seat
to floor angle and seat to back angle. This helps the user to stay
active in propelling the chair and to get in and out of the chair.
The back of the wheelchair is constructed so that users who
have a protruding behind can get good support to their lumbar
spine region.
Front wheels are placed in front of the seat to ensure anterior
anti-tip, an important consideration since most bariatric users
have a lot of weight placed in front of them. This also makes it
possible for the user to get in and out of the wheelchair without
the risk of tipping. Available in 2 seat widths. Footrests are
purchased separately. Seat depth 410 to 560mm (16 to 22").
Seat height 360 to 510mm (14 to 20mm). Armrest height 290 to
340mm (11½ to 13¼").
AA8401A
Seat Width 610mm (24")
£3058.56
AA8401B
Seat Width 660mm (26")
£3058.56
AA8405A
Swing away footrests, pair
£230.60
AA8405B
Elevating footrests, pair
£584.59

2

Maximum
user weight

1348
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270
kg

42
st
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1

2

8mph
(12km/h)

8mph
(12km/h)
23 mile
(37km)

TOP
SPEED

1 YEAR WARRANTY

MAX RANGE

1 ST#5

Days

This generously proportioned scooter is designed with both style and
practicality in mind. The ST#5 gives you great freedom with a 23 mile / 37
km range, enabling you to go out without worrying about the battery running
low. It also looks as good as it performs, with a stylish yet robust design
and all-round suspension which will be the envy of your friends.
The ultimate road scooter
The ST#5 is ideal for frequent highway users with its maximum 8 mph / 12
kph speed and delta handlebar for comfort. There is also a front basket for
carrying your shopping.
Total pavement and highway safety
The ST#5 comes with all the features you would expect from a Class 3
scooter to keep you safe both on and off the road. You’ll find reflectors,
a complete lighting package and two rear-view mirrors all fitted as standard.
The ST#5 has the same standard features as the ST#1, plus the following:
Additional Features
• Increased range and weight capacity

TOP
SPEED

1 YEAR WARRANTY

31 mile
(50km)
MAX RANGE

2 ST#6

Days

• Assisted tiller adjustment

This perfectly formed scooter, with its sweeping curves and enviable design,
offers an unrivalled combination of performance and power to give a
maximum user capacity of 31 stone / 196 kg. Designed for comfort, the
ST#6 offers a luxury rotating and reclining captain’s seat and extra
foot room.
Performance both on and off the road
Whether you’re off to an outdoor event, or simply doing your weekly
groceries, you’ll have lots of fun with this scooter. When you’re driving on the
road you’ll be able to select a constant high or low speed to make driving
safer and easier. When you’re driving off road you’ll be grateful for the
scooter’s extra ground clearance and the oil damped suspension, both of
which make your journey smoother and more comfortable. On top of all
these features, this scooter has an excellent grade climb to ensure you can
effortlessly go up hills.
Maximum pavement and highway safety
You can be assured of maximum safety while driving on the road. The ST#6
is fitted with all the safety features you need, such as two rear-view mirrors
and lights.
The ST#6 has the same standard features as the ST#1, plus the following:
Additional Features
• Increased range and weight capacity

• Delta handlebar for comfort

• Suitable for use on public highways and off-road

• Left hand / right hand changeover

• High ground clearance

• High / low speed selector

• Assisted tiller adjustment

• Alloy wheels with pneumatic tyres

• Delta handlebar for comfort

• Adjustable suspension

• Left hand / right hand changeover

• Handbrake

• High / low speed selector

• Complete lighting package

• Alloy wheels with pneumatic tyres

• Two rear-view mirrors

• Oil damped suspension

• Front shopping basket

• Handbrake

• Rear storage and seat pocket

• Complete lighting package

• Seat height adjustment

• Two rear-view mirrors

• Suitable for use on public highways
• Luxurious reclining, angle adjustable backrest, and sliding seat
with a two-tone designer cover and headrest

ST5R
ST5B

ST#5 (Ruby Red)
ST#5 (Sapphire Blue)

£POA
£POA

• Additional storage in the modesty panel and seat pocket
• Four tie down points for safe transportation
ST6S

Available in two paint options:

RUBY
RED

SAPPHIRE
BLUE

£POA

ST#6 (Silver)

Colour:

Maximum
user weight

196 303/4
kg

st

SILVER

Maximum
user weight

196 303/4
kg

st

INFORMATION
For full technical specifications please see page 1197.
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Orthopaedic Supports
1

1 Thermoskin™ Lumbar Support

1

NEW

NEW

Provides pain relief and compression for muscle injuries and
general lower back dysfunctions; injuries to the lumbar discs and
the sacroiliac joint. Has two metal stays for additional support
and an adjustable elastic side straps for extra compression.
09 142 9075 XX-Large
113-125cm
£64.99
09 131 6975 XXX-Large
125-135cm
£64.99
09 131 6983 XXXX-Large
135-145cm
£64.99
09 131 6991 XXXXX-Large 145-155cm
£64.99

2 Thermoskin™ Open Knee Wrap Stabiliser

2

3

NEW

NEW

Designed with Velcro closure, provides greater patient
comfort and the open patella will not aggravate tenderness
or bruising that may be present as the knee cap is free from
any compression. Has full-length anterior opening, popliteal
cut out for comfort and unrestricted knee flexion. Side spirals
for additional support.
09 142 2286 XX-Large
51-55cm
£35.99
09 131 7007 XXX-Large
55-59cm
£35.99
09 131 7015 XXXX-Large
59-63cm
£35.99
09 131 7023 XXXXX-Large 63-67cm
£35.99

3 Thermoskin™ Wrist Hand Brace

with Dorsal Stays
The additional dorsal splint protects the wrist from movements
that can lead to carpel Tunnel Syndrome. Helps to increase the
circulation to aid in the treatment of RSI and Tendonitis.
Left
Right
09 142 9091 09 142 9117 XX-Large
26-28cm £35.99
09 131 7031 09 131 7064 XXX-Large
28-30cm £35.99
09 131 7049 09 131 7072 XXXX-Large
30-32cm £35.99
09 131 7056 09 131 7080 XXXXX-Large 32-34cm £35.99

3

4 Bariatric Back Support

4

5

Super-sized back supports, designed to provide both lumbar and
abdominal support. Its unique abdominal pad contains and lifts
the abdomen. The heat mouldable thermoplastic insert supports
the spine and transfers the load evenly and comfortably.
To size measure the widest part of the abdomen.
09 118 3862 Small
114.5-140cm
£72.00
09 118 3888 Medium 140-165cm
£72.00
09 118 3896 Large
165-190.5cm
£72.00

LATEX
FREE

5 X-Tend Plus Knee Support
A super-sized wrap-around knee support that is designed to
provide optimum support to the user. Made from neoprene,
support fits either knee. Extra padding around the patella
adds additional warmth and support. When flat the support
measures 67.5cm.
09 118 3904
£24.80

6 Urias™ Bariatric Splints
Length measurements for the Bariatric Splints are the same as
standard Urias Splints shown on page 54.
Width
AA9274A
Long Arm
58cm
£88.15
AA9274B
Short Arm
58cm
£84.50
AA9274C
Large Leg
72cm
£88.15
AA9274D
Small Leg, Gaiter
68cm
£84.50
AA9274E
Full Foot & Leg. Open Toe
88cm
£102.80
AA9274F
Full Foot & Leg W/Sole
88cm
£110.20

6

LEG WITH FOOT SPLINT

1350

Fax: 08448 730 100
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INFORMATION
For more orthopaedic supports, please see pages 1 to 128.
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Clinic Equipment
Homecraft

1

300
kg

3-4
wks

47
st

120cm

Maximum
user weight

180cm

2 SCIFIT AC5000M Treadmill
Features
• Starting speed from 0.2kph up to 16kph in 0.1 increments for
• Reverse direction for use in rehab applications
• Electronic elevation from -3% to 12% in 0.5 increments
• Oversized belt with large user capacity
• Reversible, eucalyptus deck is very low maintenance
• Full length side handrail for extra stability
• Commercial grade 3" crowned rollers and powerful 3 HP AC
motor with inverter
• Dual emergency stop button for added safety and integrated
ready rack and water bottle holder

BLUE

BEIGE

DARK BLUE

BLACK

Colours are as accurate as the printing process will allow.

2

Technical Specifications
Machine Weight: 220kg
Machine Size: Length 207cm. Width 80cm. Height 160cm.
Power: Self-generating with auto recharge battery back up
Warranty: 3 years parts and 1 year labour
09 121 6076
£4883.00
Maximum
user weight

226
kg

35
st

4-6
wks

3 Kinetectm Prima XL Knee CPM Machine
The KinetecTM Prima XL provides all the features of the Prima
advance but with an extra wide 32cm carriage to accommodate
larger limbs.
09 116 6891 Prima XL complete with
£2350.00
apparatus and pads
Maximum
user weight

225 351/4
kg

st

3

4 Gymnic™ Classic Plus
The new generation of popular therapy and fitness balls. Perfect
for conditioning postural reflexes and motor control. They use
advanced technology and a homogeneous material that resists
collapsing - even after punctures from the sharpest knives and
scissors. There is no danger of big splits, tears, or sudden loss
of pressure. Latex free.
Diameter
Colour
AA9052A
55cm
Red
£15.05
AA9052B
65cm
Blue
£18.15
AA9052C
75cm
Yellow
£21.30
Maximum
user weight

300
kg

47
st

4

LATEX
FREE

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 3 to 6 weeks. Please contact Customer Services
for more information.
MADE TO ORDER
This item is made to order and, therefore, is not refundable.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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1 Bariatric Platform

Extremely robust, high quality platform. It has an extra
large working surface and the electrical raising and lowering
mechanism. Constructed from strong steel, it has a reinforced
twin lift base for maximum strength and stability. Available in
four colours. Choose from a hand controller or foot controller.
Height adjustment 54 - 96cm (21 - 37").
Hand
Foot
Colour
AA95141B
AA95142B
Blue
£1865.59
AA95141K
AA95142K
Dark Blue
£1865.59
AA95141H
AA95142H
Beige
£1865.59
AA95141G
AA95142G
Black
£1865.59
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Assessment
1 JAMAR® Medical Skinfold Caliper

1

Spring-loaded caliper arms provide standard pressure for
measuring skinfolds in nutrition, fat distribution, children’s growth,
anthropometry and other applications. Readings up to 60mm.
Sturdy construction of lightweight aluminium ensures years of
reliable use. Features a contoured handgrip with safety strap
handle. Comes with protective carrying case and manual.
Latex free.
AA960013
£118.10

2 Low Cost Circumference Tape
This circumference measuring tape is of great use in a wide
range of applications. From paediatrics to overweight patients
or those at risk of thrombosis. With automatic roll up suitable
for measuring head, limbs and body.
• Measuring range: 15-200cm
• Graduations: 1mm
09 142 9216

2

£1.95

3 Marsden Professional Large Personal and

3

Wheelchair Weigher with BMI
This weigher is especially designed for obese patients. It features
a large platform with a built in ramp for wheelchair access.
The handrails provide support for unsteady patients and there is a
unique hinged seat for those unable to stand. The indicator swivels
for optimum viewing angle. Includes a Body Mass Index function.
Two wheels are fitted to enable the machine to be easily moved.
Capacity is 500kg (781/2 st) in 200g (1/2lb) increments. Platform size
800 x 800mm (311/2 x 311/2"). Class III approved. Weight 46kg.
09 115 9672
£1384.44

500
Maximum
load

kg

781/2
st

2
wks

4 Seca 675 Platform Scale
This mains operated, generously sized wheelchair/platform scale
with integrated ramp is multifunctional: especially for heavy
patients, weighing those in a wheelchair or patients on a chair.
The cable remote display can be placed wherever it is most
suitable to read off the result and to operate the controls. A wall
mounting is also provided. Transport castors and handle make
the Seca 675 flexible and mobile. It has memory storage for the
weights of wheelchairs, which are deducted using the pre-TARE
function. There is a Kg to lbs switch over and weight graduations
are 100g<200kg>200g (0.2lb<440lb>0.5lb). Platform dimensions
800 x 46 x 965mm (311/2 x 13/4 x 38"). Weight 23.5kg.
AA96009
£1293.50

4

300
Maximum
load

kg

47
st

2
wks

5 Marsden Hoist Weigher Attachment with BMI
This new lightweight hoist weigher attachment fits most types of
hoist that have the ‘coathanger’ type sling support. It is simple
to operate; just lift the client and weigh. Features a Body Mass
Index Function and an approved ‘hold of weight’ function.
Safety clips secure the sling straps for extra reassurance for
both client and carer. Weighs up to 200kg in 100g increments.
Class III approved. Height 180mm (7"). Depth 160mm (61/4").
Length (hook to hook) 640mm (25"). Weight 7kg.
09 116 1322
£538.06

5

Maximum
user weight

200
kg

31
st

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 2 weeks. Please contact Customer Services
for more information.
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wks

